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A very merry Christmas 
and a
sincere apology to our 
corres-
pondents. In the rush of bus
iness
last week we forgot to tell
 you
that cur paper was to be p
ublish-
ed on Tuesday. If your wr
iting Is
not in the peper this
forgive us. Next week we
 will
publish as usual and we 
know
you'll have lots of news about 
the
holidays, so try to get it in 
as
early as possible.
There are tvy, people in F
ul-
Co.. who must h •• -a
med of
eon. erts with ewry Ch:istio
as
rrd they wrote. Th... Chris
tmas
lards sent out by Dcr:s an
no Wiley were the 'int t uniq
ue
sve'• a ever seen roc c.!..1 was a
piano keyboard and was comple
te
with a music book with pag
es
that turned. It was certainly f
it-
ting for these two lovely peop
le
Who have notes on their fi
ngers
and songs in their hear.s.
It could only happen in Fulton.
Monday afternoon the Ruse Room
at Smith's Cafe 1•1'.1', turned 
into
horn of plenty for popular B
etty
Jean and Jasper Vowel' and the
ir
young ones whose home wa
s re-
cently destroyed by fire. F
rom
two until five a steady stre
am of
giftladen folks went into the 
Rose
Room-with all kinds of ha
ndsome
gifts for the family .,ctty 
Jean
was overcome with all the jo
y her
friends 'gave her, but s
he
shouldn't be . . . they're just ni
ce
folks. Hostesses for the 
party
were Mesdames Randall Burc
h-
am, Jack Carter, K. P. Dalton, 
Jr.,
Charlie Thomas and Fred Homr
a.
We feel better about our young
'uns now. Contrary to popular be-
lief around our household we find
that they are normal youngste
rs.
When they methodically a
nd
thoroughly broke five cases of
Ctica-Cola bottles in one hilarious
morning we bad our doubts, but
Jean Dallas tells us something a-
Lout her son that maker us f
eel
better. She said thatthe other day
the boy looked into the glove
compartment of the car and got




' Here's a little letter from
ta you might enjoy.
',Dear Sr. Santa:
I I am a little girl. Everyone andI have been real good this year,
$o I would like for You lo bring
'ogle a doll called "Marnmie". Make
him big please, Santa. eeve 
me a
elittle big car for us to play with.
NO CLUES YET IN -
LIQUOR ROBBERY
According to officials at local
police headquarters, no new clues
have been uncovered as to the id-
entity of the thieves who broke
into Happy's Liquor Store on
Church Street here last Thursday
night, December 18, about eleven
o'clock.
Two youths, appearing to be
about 21 years old, went into the
store and told the clerk, A. M.
Polly) Yates, they wanted a fifth
of liquor. When he turned his
back to get the liquor, one of the .
boys drew a gun and demanded
that he hand over the money from
the cash register which amounted
to $287.00 in cash.
After forcing Yates and another
person in the store at that time to
go Mt oa room at the rear, and
binding their hands and feet, they
completed their robbery and left.
The loss was partially covered
by insurance.
The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territo
ry
Vclume Twenty-One Fulton, Fult
on County Kentucky, Wednesday, Dec. 24, 1952
  /  Number Fifty-Tv
-,v€14•410
Fulgriolks Hear
Voice With A Smile
The following were patients in
the local hospitals Tuesday.
Hain Memorial Hospital:
Mrs. Betty Morgan, Fulton; Lil-
ly B. House, Water Valley; Mrs.
Edward Smith and baby, Water
Valley; Ornay Scales, Fulton; and
Allen Ellis, Route 2, Fulton.
Jones Hosptal and Clinic:
Little David Peeples, Fulton;
Mrs. Ellen Leonard, Martin; Mr:.
Thulah Davis, Fulton; Mrs. Net-
tie Ivie, Dresden; Little Susan
Taylor, Dresden; Mrs. Julius
Tucker, Fulton; Mrs. C. B. Jones,
Cayce; Mrs. Otis Melton, Fulton;
Little Susan Harris, McConnell
and Bernard Houston, Fultcn.
Fulton Hospital:
C. L. Gardner, Fulton; Mrs. El-
len Potter, Route 1, Mateo; Mrs.
, Hilton., ; R-Ao
;
1411E4... tyikett
Erwin listrd, Route 1, •
Mrs. More 13Yrna, Route 4.7i4Mn;
Mrs. Dom Walker, feetetelt, IIN&- Each year 
about this time we
; Donnie Ray Thomas, Ratite 1, try to run 
a little Christmas
plumblat; Mrs. Matti. Gunn. awry about 
life in this vicinity
.uto, 1, 'Fulton; JositAit1, and while we 
have Been a few
ute 2, Water Valley; Jahn good sto
ry ideas, none hit the
Mayfield; Emend rat, spot as did the little trip we took
., Fulton; B. B. -Stephenson, Saturday nigh
t. Mrs. Ernest Jen-
ten; Mrs. Erozna Sung, Route kins, long-
time devoted News
1, Clinton; Linda Harrison, aiatex reader on R
oute 2, was the iftspir-
Valley; Mrs. Bob Pillow, Route 1, ation for t
he story as was Mrs.
Wingo; Sarah Byers, Route 3, William Smi
th on Route 3. Both
Clinton; Buford Sisson, Fulton; ladles are, in 
our estimation, the
Mrs. Prudence Hudspeth, Mos- epitome of li
ving a is surburbis
cow, and Lonnie Ingram, Route 1, and it doesn't
 take any magic fin
Wingo. them to tran
smit that spirit to
FIRST SOUTHERN BELL PHONE IN
 THE FULIHIAM COMMUNITY was pl
aced in service in
residence of Mrs. Addle Swartz. Shown In 
Mature are: Cleve Calhoun, plant foreman, 
Mayfield,
Kentucky; W. A. Justice, Telaphenalestal
ler; Mrs. Swartz; and E. M. Gillian, Plant Ma
nager, May-
field. Kentucky.
Rapid progress has been made
by Southern Bell in connection
with providing telephone service
for the Fulgham Community,
which is being served out of the
Clinton, Kentucky Exchange. The
first telephone was installed and
placed in service on December 15,
1952, in the residence of Mrs. Ad•
die Swartz. C. E. Hughes, South-
ern Bell's Clinton, Kentucky
eianager says it is expected that
most of the 182 applicants for
service in this community will
have their telephones by Christ-
Survey crews canvassed the
area in the fall to determine whu
wished telephone service. Follow-
ing this survey engineering work
was then performed, materials
ordered and construction work
started on November 8, 1952.
Service to this area required
building a completely new plant
at an estimated expenditure of
$78,269.00. This expense covered
the cost of placing 574 poles—an
Lady Santa Claus To Brighten
Homes In Fulton Communities
We know a lady who wants to
he Santa Claus. Its been her life-
long dream and this year it wi
ll
come true. She's going to be San-
ta Claus to the eager little chil-
dren in her neighborhood, and for
all the years to come she'll live
that dream over and over. Come
this Christmas she will even have
her very own Santa Claus suit,
the gift of her daughter and her
sen4a-kw, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
  Buda Pawn
k Ord; MO, for we
•*Mai Tittle fellow
Crystallized her desire to be
lady Santa Claus.
'That is all I want, but don't for- SENATOR CLEMENTS SEEKS SUGGESTIONS.• get my little big girl friends,
'Linda Sanas, Alms. Phillips, Bett
y
Sue and Carolyn. Also bring my FOR APPOINTMENTS TO BOTH ACADEMIES
e Mother and Daddy something
"nice
All my love and kisses,
Katherine Johnson.
P. .S I Love You, Hut
please bring me the DOLL.
Have a merry Christmas folks
it land thanks v
ery much for all
you've meant to us.
I Den 
ONE CUBS MEET
• One met at the home of
• Mrs George Carter, with our den
mother, Mrs. E. E. Williantadn
last Thursday afternoon. flannel
Wayne Anderson conducted the
- meeting. We opened the meeting
with Roland Carter leading' the
pledge. Denner Air noon called
..' the roll and coleeted the dues.
'  We answered th.. roll call by
. ) naming an Indian tribe. We wor
k-
ed on nun Christmas project.
We closed the meeting by term-
sing.,  the living circle. Butch Buc
k-
' ingluun led the law.
Roland Carter furnished the re-
freshments.
Roland Carter, Reporter
Miss Janete Verhine arrived
Tuesday from Mentphis to
pend Christmas.with her parents
. and Mrs. Jolts Verhine.
/EX. and Mrs. Geary Hunta
berg-
and sons of York, Pa., arrived
. ,,, tUrday to spend the Christina*
with her parents, Mr.
















In order to afford opportueity
to the young men in Kesitucky in-
terested in appointment to the
United States Military Academy
or the United States Naval Acad-
eme, Senator Earle r. Clem
ents
will cdriduct a preliminary ex-
amination; ender the auspices of
the United States Civil Service
Carrunisfrots,'on Monday, January
12, 1953, fol• the purpose of select-
ing qualified candidates tole' the
1963 vacancies over which e will
have , jurisdiction ost Ati
papulis
and West Feint. '1
The regulations of bothServiee
Academies require that appjleards
Local Post Has 7
Annual Party ; T
Some 125 Legionnaires I and
members Of the Auxiliary Of the
local Marshell Alexander Post
No. 72 of iep American Legion
enjoyed theif annual Meat-nag
party at the Legion Rome Friday
night.
The rooms were d.ecosal
keeping with the Yuletide
and the ,Christmas tree, w
den orith gifts, made a been
inIpraotion. After' anitiy,iret!
bountiful Christman dinnen,;
Vesta joined in singin
g C
rnas carbla led by Cecil
must be citizens of the United
States, must be between the ages
of seventeen and twenty-two
years old as of July 1, 1952, single,
must be of good moral character
and must be in sound physical
condition; candidates appointed
.•to Annapolis or West Point by
Senator Clements must be bona
fide residents of Kentucky.
Arrangements gladly will be
made for eligible Kentuckians
presently serving lb. the Armed
Forces of the United States to
participate in this preliminary ex-
amination.
All interested Kentucky bays,
eligible for adMitttance to the
Service Academies, should irn-
nweliatelyirrite to Senator Earle
C. Clemeffs, Senate Office Bulid-
ing, Washington, D. C., for detail.
ad information regarding the
scope and character, exact time
and place or the Annapolis-West
Point preliminary examination.
The Christoseit baskets that
will be distributed among the
needy families of this community
by the local Elks Lodge and the
Young Men's 'litanies' Club on
Christmas Eve are going to be
en with items that have been
,reo— ptieos
sible by contributions of
citizens.
Also making substantial contri-
• to thede basket' are the
re Milk Cbmpany, Con-
Baking Company and
Baking Company, Brow-
ling Company and M.
n & Company, eis well
seeks,
anyone with who they come in
contact.
We were riding along the coun-
ty roads at dusk stopping here
and there to judge entries in the
Bowers Community Christmas






tiers of Mr. an 'Eugene
Bard Ware jueged the best the
Bowers Community by the the
judges who viewed the is.
Satitrday night. Mr. and Ides.
Eugene Bard, residents of Hold*
decorated their handsome pie-
tire window with silhouetees of
Christmas scenes. The entire' win-
dow was adorned with colorful
lights.
The door-way of the Bard home
was tastefully decorated with a
reclining Santa Claus and a
wreath of holly. Honorable men-
tion was accorded the original
decorations of Mr. and Mrs. Ern-
est Jenkins on Route 2. An elec-
tric clock was.the award and a
chance to compete in the county-
wide contest.
decorations contest. All along the
way the gaily decorated door-
ways, windows, and outside
shrubbery gave warmth to the
true spirit of Christmas, Here and
there the car lights silhouetted
stock in the fields enjoying the
early slumber of the evening.
How different, we thought, from
the hustle and bustle of Christ-
mas holidays in the big cities.
Here was the real significance of
the season, in the small communi-
Des, 'whom you' could smell the
pule:cones in the soft Deceinber
evening. A kitchen window show
ed busy occupants preparing the
early stages of the Christmas tea-
pie board. . . we even caught a
faint aroma of roasted Chestnuts
and dried apple cake in the brisk
air..
Then Bernice Smith told us.
"I'm going to have my Santa
Claus suit in time to visit the chil-
dren on Christmas Eve." Had the
statement come from an eager lit-
tle child the enthusiasm could not
have been any truer than was
Mrs. Smith's. For years she said,
"I've looked in' the catalogues at
the Santa Claus suits. Each year
.he folks would kid me about it
Continued on page Eight)
In this, eur annual Christmas i
ssue, we want to extend to
you our most sincere wishes for a 
Merry Christmas.
We deetily appreciate the kindn
esses, the co-operation, the
friendly spirit and the excellent supp
Ort that you, our advertis-
ers, subscribete, and our commerci
al printing accounts have ac-
corded us (Wring this past year. We
 have, with your support,
been tittle to 41ve you a bigger and..better paper
 week for week
over last year. .. and our /foal for ne
xt year is to keep right on
moving ahead; until we are publishi
ng, in Fulton, the outstand-
. Mg newspaper in the State or Ken
tucky.
• To our thirty-four community
 correspondents and other
special colutpnists we also express o
ur genuine appreciation
'for your.v.:riOngs. Without your faithful 
news letters we could
not mit.roi die weekly life of this 
splendid Ken-Tenn area as
W e have been able to do.
t HE FULTON NEWS
proximately 37 miles — almost
40,000 feet of cable and 132 miles
of steel line wire. The completion
of this project will permit pro-
viding service to all applicants in
this community who expressed
their desire for service at the
time the canvass was made.
This is the second project re-
cently worked in the Hickman-
Fulton County area. Other pro-
jects are scheduled and on a re-
cent visit to this area Mr. G. A.
Price and Mr. W. J. R. Thomas,
Southern Bell's West Kentucky
Plant Superintendent and Engin-
eer respectively, advised Mr.
Hughes that work on other pro-
jects is being now carried on ac-
cording to the schedule.
Survey crews are presently
canvassing the Spring Hill Com-
munity and the general area a-
long Highway 51 north out of
Clinton. It is expected that ap-
proximately 80 applications for
service in this area will be secur-
ed during the canvass.
According to the present sched-
ule this survey should be complet-
ed by January 15, 1953, at which
time it is planned to move the
survey forces into Cayce area.
Mrs. Clara L. Oliver, 63, died TOP CAGE TEAMSearly Saturday morning at Jones
Clinic, following a long illness. IN TOURNAMENTFuneral services were held
Sunday afternoon at two o'clock
at the Oak Grove Church uf
Christ, of which she was a mem-
ber, with Eld. W. A. Bradfield of
Henderson, Tenn., officiating
Burial was in the church ceme-
tery under the direction of W. W.
Jones & Sons.
Survivors include her husband,
J. Tillman Oliver; two sons,
Brooks and Gordon Oliver, all of
Fulton; one sister, Mrs. Bessie
Iflefeeteld9-4.
eels, t Golden of PuitOt.
and Wa. Della Head of Mur-
ray; and three grandchildren.
(Next . Week)
December 28: Edmund Rucker;
December 30: Mrs. W. T. Samons
and George Ed Easley; December
31: Stella Hornbeak Yates, Louise
Cardwell, and James S. Dawes;
January 1: Ouida Jewell, Gert-
rude Murphy and Mrs. Wilmon
Boyd; January 2: Eugene How-
ard, Paul Westpheling, Martha B.
Strayhom; January 4: Mrs. H. 0.
Wright, Michael Ray Gambill an-1
Sue Byars.
Four of the top high school
basketball teams in . West Ken-
tucky have accepted invitations
to play in the annual Purchase-
Pennyrile basketball tournameet
set for January 8 in the Murray
State College gymnasium.
Reidland High School and New
Concord High will represent the
Purchase, while South Christian
High and Breckiruiclge County
High will take the floor for the
Pennrile.
lffus—year's -tourney, Ais
each January by the MSC 
le
-
national Relations Club, will
mark the 18th renewal of the in-
trastate rivalry.
As in last year's tournament,
the two Purchase teems will meet
in the afternoon session as will
the two Pcnnyrile squads. The
losers of the afternoon bouts will
play for the consolation trophy at
7 p. m. and the winners will tafig-
le for the championship at 8:30 p.
m.
Mrs. Walter Joyner left Satur-
day night for Macon, Ga., to visit
her son, Wade, his wife and fam-
ily. While there she will atte
nd
the wedding of her granddaught-
er, eliss Jean Joyner.
ITS A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AS THE
CHILDREN CONVERGE ON THE HOME FRONT
There's nothing like Christmas
for family gatherings and Fult
on
is on top of the world in that r
e-
spect. The News made a check a-
round town Tuesday and found
that the various homes are "bub-
bling all over" with the chileren
who have been away. The college
students began converging on the
home front last week and are
busily running here and there
catching up on tidbits Of news
and gossip.
Thursday morning, December
25, at 10:30 a. m. Fulton COM-
' iandery No. 34 of Knights Temp-
lar will meet at the Masonic Hall
for their annual e'hrlstmas obser-
vance.
Knights Templar all over the
world will meet at that hour to
observe the birth of the Saviour.
All Masons and the general pub-
lic are invited to attend.
Social Security Aide
Announces New Dates
Beginning January 1, 1953, Pa-
ducah Office of the Social Secur-
ity Administration announces a
change in the service offered to
residents of Hickman and sur-
rounding counties. It was announ-
ced today by Don L Menefee,
Field Represe salve, that he will
be in the Courthouse In Hickman
on the third Wednesday of every
Month at 1:00 erlok to take' ap-
plications smell/lye information a-
bout' the new Social Security
Lew.
Some of the boys in service
lucky enough to get furloughs
are also home resplendent in
their uniforms and all in all it
seems like a very merry Christ-
mas everywhere.
The News found these folks
visiting:
From Murray State College:
Anne Linton, Joan Latta, Rosa-
lyn Bennett, Jerry Johnson,
Burns Davis, Thomas Sublett.
Mary Ann Brady, Jessie Hugh
Butler, Janice Wheeler, Jack
Thorpe, Johnny Hyland, and
Shirley Houston.
From University of Ky.:
Betsy Whitesell, Ann McDade,
Anne Latta, Carmen Pigue, Jane
White, Cissy and Gene Hatfield,
Amelia Parrish, Billy Hill, Billy
Browning, Bobby Copeland, Mac
Nall, Read Holland, Jimmy Car-
ter, Gene Segue, Tommy Weeks,
and Wendell Norman.
From University of Louisville:
Eddie Holt and Joe Davis.
From Christian College, Cilum-
bia., Mo.:
Patsy Merryman.
From Weslyan College, Middle-
town, Conn.:
Tommy Nall.
Jerry Thomas, Jimmy Sisson,
Hal Wiseman, and Billy Moot
Jones, who are serving in the U.
S. Navy,
' Glen Ray Powell and Ted Good •
win, who are serving in the U. S.
Air Force.
Billy Murphy and Willard Rice,
who are serving in the U. S. Air
Force.
Sometimes a newspaper can rant and rave
and will lead some of its readers to believe
that it knows what it is talking about, but
eventually it "all came out in the wash", as the
saying goes.
All during the earlier part of this yeas
another paper published hereabouts has wail-
ed and groaned over the Korean war crisis,
damned the Democratic party for getting us
there, sobbed because its sons, as well as the
rest of us would have to apparently get back
in uniform and fight a coming full-scale war
all brought on by the stupidity of the Demo-
cratic Party .... and it has hailed Saint Eisen-
hower as the one who will neatly turn the
trick, withdraw us from the war with clean
hands and restore low taxes, low prices, low
incomes, low business and low profits.
They clap their hands in glee as St. Eisen-
hower puts his arm around St. MacArthur,
listens to his advice and plots of better times.
Now, my friends, bear this in mind: Mac-
Arthur was reportedly released from his job
oecause he would not back down from an old
precept that every soldier learns in his early
days and carries with him as an abiding prin-
ciple forever: "The best defense is a strong
offense": Mac Arthur wanted to go right on
into Manchuria and bomb the Chinese supply
bases, as a vitally necessary step in stopping
the war in Korea. We agree; that is probably
the only way to stop it . . . . but in so doing
we plunge ourselves into full-scale war with
Russia, which is bound to Korea by a treaty.
We feel pretty sure that MacArthur hasn't
changed his views, since they were so strong
last year that he lost his job over them.
We don't like Korea a bit more than the
soldier who is over there wading through snow
this minute, but by George if our country sign-
ed a mutual treaty with them, along with all
the others, and it's our turn to help, we resent
any suggestions that we back out. How do you
expect to handle that, Mr. Eisenhower paper
renig?
Although you have several times hinted
as much, please bear in mind that the honor-
able course that our government pursues
doesn't even consider such a step; we trust
it never will though we ourselves should go
to the Far East in lieu of it.
President Truman, the State Department,
the Department of Defense and other defense-
concerned agencies aren't filled with as much
stupidity as the columns'of many newspapers
that write against them. These officials have
struggled for six years with the Russian pro-
blem, knowing full well what they were doing
at the same time they were hearing eame rat-
tle and clatter that their actions have caused
here at home.
However, this nation doesn't run its dc•
tense department to suit ill-informed chain
newspapers here at home, but to outwit cun-
ning, deadly fore'gn enemies.
Anyone who have ever served in the
Armed forces knows full well that there are
thousands of matters kept secret from the
civilian population of this country. If our of
ficials told us all they knew, we'd be playing
poker with Russia with our cards face up on
the table as they held theirs concealed.
The one thing you can rest assured of re-
garding the policies of our present government
heads is the fact that they have done their le-
vel best to straighten out the situation, know-
ing full well all of the checks and balances in-
volved, what with public pressure on their
heads and the fate of an otherwise-popular
Democratic party in the unhappy offing.
We submit ... that they succeeded in not
throwing us into total war, notwithstanding
the fact that they lost the election, may well
emerge as the most gratifying fact of 1952.
We submit . . . that Eisenhower, Mac-
Arthur & Company doing just the opposite
may emerge as the most unhappy of 1953 or
1954. . .
We hope, now that that we have him, that
Eisenhower will make a good President, and
Lord help us if he doesn't. But all this local
moaning and groaning about the Democratic
Party, and praising Saint Eisenhower before
he has even done an official act sort of makes
us disgusted at times.
As they say over in Missou4, you're going
to have to "SHOW ME" . . . and around this
end of Kentucky 66% of the population here
feel the same way about it.
Let's don't toot the dad-blamed horn un-
till the engine's running.
Who knows, there might be a 1928 Essex
four-cylinder motor under the hood.
YOU AIN'T LOOKED .... HOW DO YOU
KNOW?
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHKLING,
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Pre ss Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates: $2.50 per year in Fulton.
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States. $3.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1952
Everything
Christmas has everything — hasn't it?
Christmas holds tightly many happy
memories, loaded with joy and good cheer, and
pierces uncertainties of the future with the
bright twinkle of hope.
Christmas lifts you out of your ordinary
self and pushes you up into being a person far
nicer than you thought you were.
Christmas opens up friendships more
numerous, more delightful and more heart
warming than you knew you had.
Christmas appeals to all five of your
senses. Is there any sight lovelier than gaily
wrapped gifts, multicolored candles, shiny
holly and decorations on a Christmas tree?
Isn't there contentment in the fragant smell
of the evergreen in the living room and of
spicy odors in the kitchen? Wouldn't the days
seem empty without hearing again the univer-
sally-loved carols and the laughter of happy
children. Isn't self-control over-strained by the
taste of festive, tempting foods? And don't we
respond to the invigorating touch of the sweet
air outdoors and the welcome warmth of home
and family within?
Yes, Christmas has everything. Hoping
that the Yuletide season brings you and your
loved ones peace, joy and contentment.
—The News-JournaL
Governor Wetherby today joined with
Commissioner of State Police Charles C. Old—
ham and Charles B. Jones, executive secretary
of the Governor's Committee for Highway
Safety, in urging a safe holiday period for
Kentucky motorists.
The Governor pointed out that 12 persons
were killed on Kentucky highways from
Christmas Eve until the day after New Year's
last year and that an additional 15 died dur-
ing the two days preceding this period. He al-
so noted that 15 were killed over Thanksgiving
this year.
"The increased traffic on our highways
because of the holidays, plus the usual haz-
ards of winter driving, make it necessary that
motorists be particularly careful for the next
two weeks", Wetherby said. "One lapse of good '
safety practices can turn the holidays into a
time of tragedy."
Wetherby repeated warnings made earlier
by Oldham and Jones against driving while
drinking. Excessive speed and drinking on the
highway are two of the biggest causes of acci-
dents and are especially dangerous this time
of year he said.
Through Dec. 16, there had been 720 per-
sons killed on Kentucky highways this year.
The figure at the same time in 1951 was 710.
NEW YEAR IS TIME TO MOVE TO BETTER
THINGS
(By John T. Carroll)
THIS IS Christmas Week. More Peepie are
happier now than during any other week
throughout the year. The rest of the year
wears people down, but Christmas Week—it's
like a transfusion, like pouring of new life-
blood into dying men.
HOW FORTUNATE that ChriAtimas Week
comes at the end of the year! For a full week
we can luxuriate in the warmth radiating from
the Crib of our new-born Savior. How many
could face another year like the past without
Christ present among us?
ANOTHER YEAR — like the past? God
forbid! That's why we make New Year's reso-
lutions; to correct the past blunders.
THIS WEEK is the time to reach a full
arm's length for Heaven. Forget the usual
New Year's resolutions that are made only for
the next 365 days. There is something un-
christian about making a resolution only for
the coming year. If we are really determined
to make an improvement, we should be deter-
mined to make it for the rest of our lives. This
week is the time to make good resolutions for
the years that remain to us; resolutions that
will carry us out of this life in time, into the
ne.xt life of eternity.
ABOVE ALL, this week is a time of op-
portunity. It is a chance to plan great things
for the future. Beneath a cathedral clock in
France there appears this sign:
"Listen! the hour has passed and we are
on our way to better things."
THAT SHOULD BE our attitude now—to
be on the move towards better things, event-
ually to Heaven.
WHEN WE LOOK to the corning year, we
see the trials and hardships awaiting us and
we lose heart. The dread of following our Lord
Jesus Christ In footsteps that are bloodstained
paralyzes us, and we shrink from following
Him at all. We see the overwhelming burden
of the journey as a whole.
WE FORGET the whole journey is made
only step by step, one after the other. Let our
prayer be, "One step enough for me, 0 Lord."
WE WIN Heaven Ws runner wins a race:
one step at a time. And if we find it difficult
to press on, it should comfort us to know that
In this respect we are like the rest of men. No
one finds it easy. Even the great saints in the
end race breathless into Heaven.
"What? You mean to say the baby didn't give you any
trouble? Er — will you tell me exactly what you did?"
25 YEARS AGO (Jan. 13, 1928):
Morman Beckham Daniel, rep-
resentative of Fulton and Hick-
man counties died suddenly at
Frankfort. Mr. Daniel was a
member of the First Methodist
Church here. Funeral services
and burial were held at
Mt. Pleasant Church five miles
east of Clinton, near his old
home. He is survived by his
father, sister and brother.
Fulton County welcomes H. A.
McPherson, as county agent. Mr.
McPherson graduated from the
A. and M. and comes highly rec-
ommended from Arkansas and
Tennessee where he has been
county agent.
Mrs. Lucretia Chambers of Ful-
ton became the bride of t. C.
Bugg of Clinton Sunday after-
noon at 5 o'clock at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. DeMyer, in
the presence of mily friends and
relatives. ' •
Rev. A. C. Moore, of South Ful-
ton circuit, performed an im-
pressive ceremony.
Mrs. Ida Pole and Mr. Dan Gore
attended the couple.
The bride is well know here,
having made her home with Mrs.
DeMyer for some time.
The groom is a prominent far-
mer of the Clinton community
where the couple will make their
home.
Miss Ora Grissom, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Grissom,
West of town became the bride
of Mr. Lewis Thompson, son of
Mrs. Tom Thompson of Route 8,
Sunday morning at the home of
the Rev. A. N. Walker, officiating
minister.
Immediately following the
This time of year—the time of
peace on earth to men of good
will, and the time of making firm,
high resolves to live a better and.
more productive life in the brand
new fresh year, is as good a time
as any to look around and see
just what kind of world we're liv-
ing in.
In the first place it is only One
World in theory. Actually it is
two entirely different kinds of
world.
Behind the iron curtain of
1 astern Europe and Asia there is
a police state. People are born,
brought up, live and die under the
constant surveillance of an om-
nipresent and ominous, threaten-
ing police power which is the
strongest power of the govern-
ment.
In the more or less free world,
governments constitute more or
less of a menace to the people
In the United States we so far
have escaped the worst of the po-
lice state practices.
That does not mean that we
have come off scot free. We
haven't. In our own nation we
find localized examples of the
"police power" at its worst_There
is a ray of hope in the recent con-
viction of several limbs of the law
in a lynch case in the South.
You may not be convinced that
you actually are your brother's
keeper. Did you ever stop to
think that if some minority of
which you are a member perse.
mites some other minority — be-
cause your group happens at the
moment to be more powerful —
ceremony the happy couple left
with Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Davis,
who were their attendants at the
ceremony, for Murray, where
they will spend a few days. On
their return they will be at home
with the groom's mother.
0. Spradlin, a prominent tUnion
City citizen and brother of the
late W. H. Spradlin, was shot and
killed by a tenant, Atlas Keathly,
on his farm in Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hicks, of St.
Louis, announce the birth of a
little daughter born January 1st.
Mrs. Hicks in the former Mozelle
Nabors, Of Ruthville, and the
granddaughter of Mrs. Bettie Na-
bors.
Paul Hornbeak, who success-
fully operated the undertaking
business in Fulton and surround-
ing territory, for several years,
has taken an interest in the
Winstead & Jones Undertaking
Co., in Fulton and will devote
his entire time to that business.
His sister, Mrs. J. C. Yates is
his lady assistant.
The body of Jimmie Hart, who
died in Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico, January 5, arrived in Fulton
Sunday night at 7:40 and was
taken to the home of his sister,
Mrs. T. B. Neely on Fairview Ave.
Funeral services te-e-- "duct-
ed by Rev. B. J. Cantrell at the
home on Fairview Ave., Tuesday
afternoon at three o'elee,- Inter-
ment followed in the Fairview
cemetery.
He was survived by three
brothers: T. A., S. A. and R. H.
Hart and three sisters: Mrs. T. B.
Neely, Mrs. Charles Terry, and
Mrs. W. C. Cook, and a number of
other relatives and friends.
that the tables can be turned?
And the justification of violence
is violence. Let the farmers perse-
cute labor when labor is weak
and unorganized, and labor will
rend asunder the farmer when it
organizes and grows strong.
The funny part of this thing is
that we are all members of minor-
ity groups. We're most of us Bap-
tists or Presbyterians or Catholics
or Jews. We're most of us farm-
ers or laborers or salesmen or
housewives. We're most of us
Democrats or Republicans or
Socialists or Farm-Laborers.
And every one of these is a
minority! It is only by joining
with other minorities that we
have majority rule. It is only
through majority rule that our
government can function.
So, when Baptists or Presby-
terians or Christian Scientists or
Catholics or Jews or any other re-
ligious minority is persecuted by
a majorfty--retribution lies in
wait.
What I'm trying to say is —
You may be next. So the course
of common sense dictates that we
must jealously guard the civil
and religious and political rights
of our neighbors and our enemies
—because if a right of our society
is deprived of any of these—there
is an implied and immediate
threat that our own rights can be
abridged.
Remember, there is no question
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The Christmas season brings to all of us who work
for the Illinois Central an extra measure of
pleasure.
Each of us, I think, would enjoy strolling along
every busy shopping street on the railroad. We'd
like to be at your side as you buy gifts for your
family and friends. And we'd take special pleasure
in seeing the eager eyes of children scanning the
store windows.
To us, these sights shed a warmer light upon our
daily work. They give fresh meaning to the trains
that bring goods to your merchants' shelves and
that carry to market from your farms and factories,
forests and mines the products that spell prosperity
for your community.
For it is at Christmas that the cotton moved in
bales from Illinois Central sidings makes the pret-
tiest dresses; the sugar shipped from refineries in
Illinois Central cars makes the sweetest cookies;
and the coal mined along our railroad burns
brightest when generating the current to light
family Christmas trees.
Thoughts like these gladden our hearts at Christ-
mas. But our minds are sobered by the sense of
our responsibility to you. So, with our wishes for
a joyful Christmas, we also pledge you our unceas-
ing effort to-serve you better and to be a helpful





























THE STORY OF THE OYSTER
AND THE EAGLE
From time to time Mrs. Mary
Cain 1.1.92S the story of the oyster
and the eagle to illustrate to her
audiences that the people who
want to live .n security off of the
government, are in the oyster
- • type but that it Is the eagle type
of folk who ready amdunt to
something.
This is the story in general.
When God made the oyster He
guaranteed him absolute eco-
nomic and social security. He
built the oyster a house, a shell
You can't mar its
matchless beauty!
Washable'•
•Tests have shown that Super
Kern-Tone will withstand re-
peated washing with useful
household cleaners without
impairing its beauty.
to protect him from his enemies.
When hungry the oyster simply
opens his mouth and the food
rushes in. But When God made
the eagle He said, "The blue sky
Is your limit. Go build yourself
your own house" and the eagle
went out and built his house on
the highest mountain crag, where
storms threaten him every day.
For food he flies through miles of
rain, snow and wind. The eagle
and not the oyster, is the emblem
of our nation.
Too, Mrs. Cain brings to the
Ifore that these so called socialwelfare programs of the admini-
stration are nationally sponsored
cash prizes for idleness and in-
eptitude and have been developed
for political reasons, appealing to
those who just want to be oysters.
These are not her words exact-
ly but the idea she brings to the
fore. Add them up some times
and see if the sum total makes
what you would like to see it
amount to. .
THIS SOCIAL SECURITY
It is wonderful how many dif-
ferent slants can be given the so
called social security. Of course it
is supposed to be an insurance of
some kind, but the propaganda
that ls used with it, would not
permit that name.
The government could not go
into the insurance business in
such a wholesale way, insuring
the men who are self employed,
the cooks, the houseboys and
everyone else. They would be
laughed out of existence. So they
call it "Social Security".
The people can't afford to be
lulled into a false sense of se-
curity because of the so called
"Social Security" laws. Under
ketrititheane- —That—iiiiikosseekosimatoteawritiatassurgageggswogsgmatai
nist
Please accept these sincere Greetings of
Good Cheer to you, our friends, and a
heartfelt appreciation for your cooperation
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OF HIS TRUFFLES' RE-
CIPE, ALWAYS' PRE-
PARED IT IN SECRET.










Ionis OF FEASTS, SO,
7-A/Ar ni-los-E WHO CANT
BUY FOOD CAN AT
LEAST READ ABOUT IT.
these laws the government col-
lects taxes and binds itself to pay
insurance to the aged, the un-
employed and others. It has col-
lected THIRTY BILLION DOL-
LARS, up to date and has spent
every cent of it.
If you don't pay this govern-
ment insurance they will confis-
cate your business and throw ssu
into the jail, if you are self-em-
ployed.
If you run a business and don t
collect it from your employees,
(without any renumeration for
the expense you have been put
to) they will liquidate your busi-
ness and throw you into jail.
V 
These schemes are not only for-
eign to the concept of a free peo-
ple but are contrary to the prin-




IMPIIIIKINIAMIllt- ilKiNiNtiMail "Freedom from Fea
r" "Free-
TELEPHONE "75"
We know you are busy
at this, the Hoppiest Sea-
son of the year, but we
just wont to drop in a min-
ute or two and
"MERRY CHRISTMAS!"
May you enjoy the most
thrilling Christmas of
them all, and may its
cheery spirit remain with
Yee Modest! A phone call
to -rr brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door ... in all kinds of weath-
er. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.




for all the nice things you
hove done for us in the
post and with the hope
that we may continue to
be in your favor in the
future.
Heats plenty! Big capacity oil
heaterwith genuine Duo-Therm
heating efficiency!
Heats beautifully! Superb new
styling. rich brown finish, brass
door mill
Meats clean! Exclusive Dual
Chamber Burner is clean burn-
ing on high or low Sr. setting
and gives more heat from every
drop of oil. -
Extra valve features Automatic
Draft Minder. . . Waste Stop-
per.... Coordinated Controls.
dom from Want" and all of those
ideas are splendid objectives. But
never in the history of the world
have people obtained freedom
from want except by their own
efforts, and by the establishments
of a government to protect them
in what they obtained by their
own efforts.
Our represenatives in Washing-
ton of Mississippi have voted con-
stantly for us about every so call-
ed Social Security laws and am-
mends/lent which will make it
more binding. Ines, do it (as a
rule) for the political reason of
course but it is done, nevertheless.
During the last four years, Ken-
tucky has constructed 712 bridges





Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Send us your favorite
sweater - - we'll clean it
really C-L-E-A-N! No
shrinkage o r stretching.
Our sperior cleaning meth-
ods and experienced crafts-
manship combine to assure
you satisfaction of service
and moderate prices.
ENAMEL
Heavy duty! so interiors ond
•ssoriossl Drios FAST, Ills.
solos gloss. Rawson mod pro.




207 Church Phone U
YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS OF I
—We are on Lake Street Extended (Highway 45
North) across from the Coca-Cola Plant
DAY AND NIGHT — ALWAYS A PLACE TO
PARK RIGHT AT OUR FRONT DOOR
COMPLETE STOCKS 1
All of Your Favorite Brands of Wines
Whiskies. Gins. Etc.
You Ain't Looked --
How Do You Know!
Sometimes a newspaper can rant and rave
and will lead some of its readers to believe
that it knows what it is talking about, but
eventually it "all come out in the wash", as the
saying goes.
All during the earlier part of this yew
another paper published hereabouts has wail-
ed and groaned over the Korean war crisis,
damned the Democratic party for getting us
there, sobbed because its sons, as well as the
rest of us would have to apparently get back
in uniform and fight a coming full-scale war
all brought on by the stupidity of the Demo-
cratic Party. , and it has hailed Saint Eisen-
hower as the one who will neatly turn the
trick, withdraw us from the war with clean
hands and restore low taxes, low prices, low
incomes, low business and low profits.
They clap their hands in glee as St. Eisen-
hower puts his arm around St. MacArthur,
listens to his advice and plots Of better times.
Now, my friends, bear this in mind: Mac-
Arthur was reportedly released from his job
oecause he would not back down from an old
precept that every soldier learns in his early
days and carries with him as an abiding prin-
ciple forever: "The best defense is a strong
offense": Mac Arthur wanted to go right on
Into Manchuria and bomb the Chinese supply
bases, as a vitally necessary step in stopping
the war in Korea. We agree; that is probably
the only way to stop it . . . . but in so doing
we plunge ourselves into full-scale war with
Russia, which is bound to Korea by a treaty.
We feel pretty sure that MacArthur hasn't
changed his views, since they were so strong
last year that he lost his job over them.
We don't like Korea a bit more than the
soldier who is over there wading through snow
this minute, but by George if our country sign-
ed a mutual treaty with them, along with all
the others, and it's our turn to help, we resent
any suggestions that we back out. How do you
expect to handle that, Mr. Eisenhower paper
renig?
Although you have several times hinted
as much, please bear in mind that the honor-
able course that our government pursues
doesn't even consider such a step; we trust
It never will though we ourselves should go
to the Far East in lieu of it.
President Truman, the State Department,
the Department of Defense and other defense-
concerned agencies aren't filled with as much
stupidity as the columns of many newspapers
that write against them. These officials have
struggled for six years with the Russian pro-
blem, knowing full well what they were doing
at the same time they were hearing icime rat-
tle and clatter that their actions haw.- caused
here at home.
However, this nation doesn't run its ele•
tense department to suit ill-informed chain
newspapers here at home, but to outwit cun-
ning, deadly foreign enemies.
Anyone who have ever served in the
Armed forces knows full well that there are
thousands of matters kept secret from the
civilian population of this country. If our of
ficials told us all they knew, we'd be playing
poker with Russia with our cards face up on
the table as they held theirs concealed.
The one thing you can rest assured of re-
garding the policies of our present government
heads is the fact that they have done their le-
vel best to straighten out the squation, know-
ing full well all of the checks and balances in-
volved, what with public pressure on their
heads and the fate of an otherwise-popular
Democratic party in the unhappy offing.
We submit .. . that they succeeded in not
throwing us into total war, notwithstanding
the fact that they lost the election, may well
emerge as the most gratifying fact of 1952.
We submit . . . that Eisenhower, Mac-
Arthur St Company doing just the opposite
may emerge as the most unhappy of 1953 or
1954. 1
We hope, now that that we have him, that
Eisenhower will make a good President, and
Lord help us if he doesn't. But all this local
moaning and groaning about the Democratic
Party, and praising Saint Eisenhower before
he has even done an official act sort of makes
us disgusted at times.
As they say over in Missouri, you're going
to have to "SHOW ME" . . . and around this
end of Kentucky 86% of the population here
feel the same way about it.
Let's don't toot the dad-blamed horn un-
till the engine's running.
Who knows, there might be a 1928 Essex
four-cylinder motor under the hood.
YOU AIN'T LOOKED. . . . HOW DO YOU
KNOW?
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There Is. . . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause—Anonymous.
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Christmas Has
Everything 
Christmashas everything — hasn't it?
Christmas holds tightly many happy
memories, loaded with joy and good cheer, and
pierces uncertainties of the future with the
bright twinkle of hope.
Christmas lifts you out of your ordinary
self and pushes you up into being a person far
nicer than you thought you were.
Christmas opens up friendships more
numerous, more delightful and more heart
warming than you knew you had.
Christmas appeals to all five of your
senses. Is there any sight lovelier than gaily
wrapped gifts, multicolored candles, shiny
holly and decorations on a Christmas tree?
Isn't there contentment in the &agent smell
of the evergreen in the living room and of
spicy odors in the kitchen? Wouldn't the days
seem empty without hearing again the univer-
sally-loved carols and the laughter of happy
children. Isn't self-control over-strained by the
taste of festive, tempting foods? And don't we
respond to the invigorating touch of the sweet
air outdoors and the welcome warmth of home
and family within?
Yes, Christmas has everything. Hoping
that the Yuletide season brings you and your




Governor Wetherby today joined with
Commissioner of State Police Charles C. Old-
ham and Charles B. Jones, executive secretary
of the Governor's Committee for Highway
Safety, in urging a safe holiday period for
Kentucky motorists.
The Governor pointed out that 12 persons
were killed on Kentucky highways from
Christmas Eve until the day after New Year's
last year and that an additional 15 died dur-
ing the two days preceding this period. He al-
so noted that 15 were killed over Thanksgiving
this year.
"The increased traffic on our highways
because of the holidays, plus the usual haz-
ards of winter driving, make it necessary that
motorists be particularly careful for the next
two weeks", Wetherby said. "One lapse of good
safety practices can turn the holidays into a
tine of tragedy."
Wetherby rOpeated warnings made earlier
by Oldham and Jones against driving while
drinking. Excessive speed and drinking on the
highway are two of the biggest causes of acci-
dents and are especially dangerous this time
of year he said.
Through Dec. 16, there Ad been 720 per-
sons killed on Kentucky highways this year.
The figure at the same time in 1951 was 710.
Sermonette of the Week - -
NEW YEAR IS TIME TO MOVE TO BETTER
THINGS
(By John T. Carroll)
THIS IS Christmas Week. More people are
happier now than during any other week
throughout the year. The rest of the year
wears people down, but Christmas Week—it's
like a transfusion, like pouring of new life-
blood into dying men.
HOW FORTUNATE that Christmas Week
comes at the end of the year! For a full week
we can luxuriate in the warmth radiating from
the Crib of our new-born Savior. How many
could face another year like the past without
Christ present among us?
ANOTHER YEAR — like the past? God
forbid! That's why we make New Year's reso-
lutions; to correct the past blunders.
THIS WEEK is the time to reach a full
arm's length for Heaven. Forget the usual
New Year's resolutions that are made only for
the next 365 days. There IS something un-
christian about making a resolution only for
the coming year. If we are really determined
to make an improvement, we should be deter-
mined to make it for the rest of our lives. This
week is the time to make good resolutions for
the years that remain to us; resolutions that
will carry us out of this life in time, into the
next life of eternity.
ABOVE ALL, this week is a time of op-
portunity. It is a chance to plan great things
for the future. Beneath a cathedral clock in
France there appears this sign:
"Listen! the hour has passed and we are
on our way to better things."
THAT SHOULD BE our attitude now—to
be on the move towards better things, event-
ually to Heaven.
WHEN WE LOOK to the coming year, we
see the trials and hardships awaiting us and
we lose heart. The dread of following our Lord
Jesus Christ in footsteps that are bloodstained
paralyzes us, and we shrink from following
Him at all. We see the overwhelming burden
of the journey as a whole.
WE FORGET the whole journey is made
only step by step, one after the other. Let our
prayer be, "One step enough for me, 0 Lord."
WE WIN Heaven as.a runner wins a race:
one step at a time. And if we find it difficult
to press on, it should comfort us to know that
in this respect we are like the rest of men. No
one finds it easy. Even the great saints in the
end race breathless into Heaven.
THESE WOMEN! By d'Alene() I
"What? You mean to say the baby didn't give you any
trouble? Er — will you tell me exactly what you did ?"
From The Files:
lyeaneee, liach :km Clot*
25 YEARS AGO (Jan. 13, 1922):
Morman Beckham Daniel, rep-
resentative of Fulton and Hick-
man counties died suddenly at
Frankfort. Mr. Daniel was a
member of the First Methodist
Church here. Funeral services
and burial were held at
Mt. Pleasant Church five miles
east of Clinton, near his old
home. He is survived by his
father, sister and brother.
Fulton County welcomes H. A.
McPherson, as county agent. Mr.
McPherson graduated from the
A. and M. and comes highly rec-
ommended from Arkansas and
Tennessee where he has been
county agent.
Mrs. Lucretia Chambers of Ful-
ton became the bride of C. C.
Bugg of Clinton Sunday after-
noon at 5 o'clock at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. DeMyer, in
the presence of numy friends and
relatives. 1
Rev. A. C. Moore, of South Ful-
ton circuit, performed an im-
pressive ceremony.
Mrs. Ida Pole and Mr. Dan Gore
attended the couple.
The bride is well know here,
having made her home with Mrs.
DeMyer for some time.
The groom is a prominent far-
mer of the Clinton community
where the couple will make their
home.
Miss Ora Grissom, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Grissom,
West of town became the bride
of Mr. Lewis Thompson, son of
Mrs. Tom Thompson of Route 6,
Sunday morning at the home of
the Rev. A. N. Walker, officiating
minister.
Immediately following the
ceremony the happy couple left
with Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Davis,
who were their attendants at the
ceremony, for Murray, where
they will spend a few days. On
their return they will be at home
with the groom's mother.
0. Spradlin, a prominent 'Union
City citizen and brother of the
late W. H. Spradlin, was shot and
killed by a tenant, Atlas Keathly,
on his farm in Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hicks, of St.
Louis, announce the birth of a
little daughter born January 1st.
Mrs. Hicks in the former Mozelle
Nabors, of Ruthville, and the
granddaughter of Mrs. Bettie Na-
bors. -
Paul Hornbeak, who success-
fully operated the undertaking
business in Fulton and surround-
ing territory, for several years,
has taken an interest in the
Winstead & Jones Undertaking
Co., in Fulton and will devote
his entire time to that business.
His sister, Mrs. J. C. Yates is
his lady assistant.
The body of Jimmie Hart, who
died in Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico, January 5, arrived in Fulton
Sunday night at 7:40 and was
taken to the home of his sister,
Mrs. T. B. Neely on Fairview Ave.
Funeral services •••-•edurt-
ed by Rev. B. J. Cantrell at the
home on Fairview Ave., Tuesday
afternoon at three ?nter-
ment followed in the Fairview
cemetery.
He was survived by three
brothers: T. A., S. A. and R. H.
Hart and three sisters: Mrs. T. B.
Neely, Mrs. Charles Terry, and
Mrs. W. C. Cook, and a number of
other relatives and friends.
Dick Oberlin:
04941Sinlei Noie/walioals
This time of year—the time of
peace on earth to men of good
will, and the time of making firm,
high resolves to live a better and
more productive life in the brand
new fresh year, is as good a time
as any to look around and see
just what kind of world we're liv-
ing in.
In the first place it is only One
World in theory. Actually it is
two entirely different kinds of
world.
Behind the iron curtain of
/ astern Europe and Asia there is
a police state. People are born,
brought up, live and die under the
constant surveillance of an om-
nipresent and ominous, threaten-
ing police power which is the
strongest power of the govern-
ment.
In the more or less free world,
governments constitute more or
less of a menace to the people
In the United States we so far
have escaped the worst of the po-
lice state practices.
That does not mean that we
have come off scot free. We
haven't. In our own nation we
find localized examples of the
"police power" at its worst._There
is a ray of hope in the recent con-
viction of several limbs of the law
in a lynch case in the South.
You may not be convinced that
you actually are your brother's
keeper. Did you ever stop to
think that if some minority of
which you are a member perse-
cutes some other minority — be-
cause your group happens at the
moment to be more powerful —
that the tables can be turned?
And the justification of violence
is violence. Let the farmers perse-
cute labor when labor is weak
and unorganized, and labor will
rend asunder the farmer when it
organizes and grows strong.
The funny part of this thing is
that we are all members of minor-
ity groups. We're most of us Bap-
tists or Presbyterians or Catholics
or Jews. We're most of us farm-
ers or laborers or salesmen or
housewives. We're most of us
Democrats or Republicans or
Socialists or Farm-Laborers.
And every one of these is a
minority! It is only by joining
with other minorities that we
have majority rule. It is only
through majority rule that our
government can function.
So, when Baptists or Presby-
terians or Christian Scientists or
Catholics or Jews or any other re-
ligious minority is persecuted by
a majority—retribution lies in
wait.
What I'm trying to say is —
You may be next. So the course
of common sense dictates that we
must jealously guard the civil
and religious and political rights
of our neighbors and our enemies
—because if a right of our society
is deprived of any of these—there
is an implied and immediate
threat that our own rights can be
abridged.
Remember, there is no question
about for whom the bell tolls.
See fir Yourself "by Ws 'lest
10.1*111 "
06.1.Strilt
li°01e —of she washer wish
she own besefles yes wenn.
setroskovealeoso-noweitess-
Immo — Imre Bessemer Extra
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—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—
ZIPPY CAFE
OWNED AND OPERATE/3 OT JOE HORNER
Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass
/047/par azihms•
Naos has'
Tile...Christmas season brings to all of us who work
for the Illinois Central an extra measure of
t&asure.
....Each ofms, I think, would enjoy strolling along
every busy shopping street on the railroad. We'd
like to be at your side as you buy gifts for your
family and friends. And we'd take special pleasure
in seeing the eager eyes of children scanning the
store windows.
To us, these sights shed a warmer light upon our
daily work. They give fresh meaning to the trains
that bring goods to your merchants' shelves and
that carry to market from your farms and factories,
forests and mines the products that spell prosperity
for your community.
For it is at Christmas that the cotton moved in
bales from Illinois Central sidings makes the pret-
tiest dresses; the sugar shipped from refineries in
Illinois Central cars makes the sweetest cookies;
and the coal mined along our railroad burns
brightest when generating the current to light
family Christmas trees.
Thoughts like these gladden our hearts at Christ-
mas. But our minds are sobered by the sense of
our responsibility to you. So, with our wishes for
a joyful Christmas, we also pledge you our unceas-
ing effort to serve you better and to be a helpful
citizen of your community.
WA YPII A. JOHNSTON
President
IWNOIS CENTRAL
























Capt Tom L Gibson. Friars Point. Miss
THE STORY OF THE OYSTER
AND THE EAGLE
From time to time Mrs. Mary
Cain uses the story of the oyster
and the eagle to illustrate to her
audiences that the people who
want to live n security off of the •
government, are in the oyster
• type but that it is the eagle type
of folk who really amdunt to
something.
-This is the story in general.
When God made the oyster He
guaranteed him absolute eco-
nomic anti social security. Hel
built the oyster a house, a shell






•Tests have shown that Super
Kem-Tone will withstand re-






to protect him from is enemies.
When hungry the oyster simply
opens his mouth and the toed
rushes in. But When God made
the eagle He said, "The blue sky
Is your limit. Go build yourself
your own house" and the eagle
went out and built his house on
the highest mountain crag, where
storms threaten him every day.
For food he flies through miles of
-rain, arrow and wind. The eagle
and not the oyster, is the emblem
of our nation.
Too, Mrs. Cain brings to the
fore that these so called social
welfare programs of the admini-
stration are nationally sponsored
cash prizes for idleness and in-
eptitude and have been developed
for political reasons, appealing to
those who just want to be oysters
These are not her words exact-
ly but the idea she brings to the
fore. Add them up some times
and see if the sum total makes
what you would like to see it
amount to.
THIS SOCIAL SECURITY
It is wonderful how many dif-
ferent slants can be given the so
called social security. Of course it
is supposed to be an insurance of
some kind, but the propaganda
that is used with it, would not
permit that name.
The government could not go
into the insurance business in
such a wholesale way, insuring
the men who are self employed,
the cooks, the houseboys and
everyone else. They would be
laughed out of existence. So they
call it "Social Security".
The people can't -afford to be
lulled into a false sense of se-
curity because of the so called





Please accept these sincere Greetings of
Good Cheer to you, our friends, and a
heartfelt appreciation for your cooperation
and support in the year just coming to a
close.







We know you ore busy
at this, the Happiest Sea-
son of the year, but we
just want to drop in a min-
ute or two a n d
"MERRY CHRISTMAS!"
May you enjoy the most
thrilling Christmas of
them all, and may its
cheery spirit remain with
41TVAS
P•sh




for all the nice things you
have done for us in the
past and with the hope
that we may continue to
be in your favor in the
future.
FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.
"Insulate With Fiberglas"
111 Washington 81..
(Next to Telephone Moo)
Phone on
Sawyers Market
Yee Modest! A phone call
to "Vis brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door. .. in all kinds of weath-
er. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.
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these laws the government col-
lects taxes and binds itself to pay
insurance- to the aged, the un-
employed and others. It has col-
lected THIRTY BILLION DOL-
LARS, up to date and has spent
every cent of it. .
If you don't pay this govern-
ment insurance they will confis-
cate your business and throw y"u
into the jail, if you are self-em-
-,iloyed.
If you run a business and don t
collect it from your employees,
(without any renumeration for
the expense you have been put
to) they will liquidate your busi-
ness and throw you into jail
These schemes are not only for-
eign to the concept of a free peo-
ple but are contrary to the prin-
ciples which declare the people to
be supreme and the government
their creature.,
"Freedom from Fear" "Free




Hoots piontyl Rig capscity oil
beaterwith gennicieDuo-Therm
besting efficiency!
Hoots beautifully I Superb new
styling, rich brown finish, brass
door pull!
Heats clean! Exclusive Dual
Chamber Burner is dean burn-
ing on high or low fire setting
and gives more beat from every
drop of oil.
biro value foreurot Autoinwic
Draft Minder . . . Waste Stop-




MAIN ST. P110/4111 MI
dom from Want" and all of those
ideas are splendid objectives. Hitt
never in the history of the world
have people obtained freedom
from want except by their own
efforts, and by the establishments
of a government to protect them
in what they obtained by their
own efforts.
Our represenatives in Washing-
ton of Mississippi have voted con-
stantly for us about every so call-
BENNETT ELECTRIC
317 Main Phone 3.01
3
Wednesday, Dec. 24, 1952
ed Social Security laws and am-
mendment which will make it
more binding. iney do it (as a
rule) for the political reason of
course but it is done, nevertheless.
During the last four years, Ken.
tucky has constructed 712 bridges
to meet growing traffic needs on
her highways.




Watches, Clocks an d Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-
ly Repaired at Low Cost by_
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Kentucky has 22,000 stocked
farm ponds.
Phone 418 for Job Printing
dARTIK-SIEMOUR
2,cr tri Pad
Hooey &mit for interior...id
exorrier.1 Dries FAST! 14.




"tt.PICT PON ALL 9100111
Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church Phone 35
SWEATERS
Send us your favorite
sweater - - we'll clean it
really C-L-E-A-N! No
shrinkage o r stretching.
Our sperior cleaning meth-
ods and experienced crafts-
manship coMbine to assure




CLEAN CLOTHES LAST LONGER
ILEOLOONELVOLIKOLALLOWLematotagiergtomatiONLONLONIOPIO1070701107LPIO107071170107
0APPORLIOIOLOOP MOOR
YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS OF
CONVENIENT LOCATION
—We are on Lake Street Extended (Highway 45
North) across from the Coca-Cola Plant
FREE PARKING
DAY AND NIGHT — ALWAYS A PLACE TO
PARK RIGHT AT OUR FRONT DOOR
COMPLETE STOCKS 1
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Miss Eddie MaMock, Mr. James Albert Heg
United la Marriage At Hewed/al Cerement
In an impreinive cancDeliglit
service hdd Sands, afternoon
December 21, at two-thirty o'cloce
at the First Baptist Clench. Haas
Eddie Catherine Matiocik, dough-
Us of Mr. and Mm IL M. Mat-
lock of Fulton, became the bride
cd Mr. James Albert Huey, son
of Mrs. Edna Huey and the lade
David Huey of Troy. 'femme* in
the presence of a large amenably
of friends and relative: The a:-
neat:mg minister was the Rev. 3
T. Hart, padre of the South Ful-
ton Baptist- Chuish, using the
dieble ring cerement!.
Mee Lynda! Shirk, of Pada-
cab, aunt of the bride, provided
a program of nuptial music pre-
ceding and during the ceremor.y.
Mrs. Joe Pat Burton sang 'lite
















THINK ABOUT ei0e. 00Y
eatri ThEllefle ES USUAL-
LY ENO UP ONLY
OtsiE FRIEND!
Prompt repair service on ANY
make of rattle at City Electric:
large gimes of tubes, trans-
formers, speakers and other es-
sential parts all rays on hand.
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The wows were pledged before
the altar whidi was Banked by
'e candaLebra holding betted
candles against a background at
greenery studded with bridal
white chremathennans.
The bride given in nisreisiee W
her father, wan radandy Joonly
in an original gown by 'Renee in
crystalline imported numb
Chantilly bee combined widi RP-
lon tulle over bridal white satin
The strapless lace bodice had a
shirred inset of tulle acroma the
front. The brief lace bolero with
standing baby Peter Collars had
long- fitted deems idle* button-
ed from the elbow to the petal





ated over taffeta undersicirta. The
outer tulle skirt was trimmed
with the wide scalloped edge lace
banding to teem a tunic in apron
Winn_ Her double ter shoulder
roiled hems fell in natural points
from a Poke of complementing
seerls_ She carried a white Bade
iopped with her white orchid cor-
sage weh streamers.
Mies Vivian Matlock, sister at
the bride, was maid of honor. SW'
Wore a baeerina length gown anc
matching halo hat, of Cyclameo
iridescent yarn dyyed taffeta. The
strapless bodice had insets of
sheered fabric aces the front.
The brief Spencer jacket buttoned
at the standing baby Peter collar.
The bracelet length sleeves had
the new French cuff. She carried
a cascade arrangement of yellow
mations.
The bridesmaids included Miss
Alma Pbillips and Mrs. Geneva
Matlock of Paducah, sister-in-law
ef the bride, who wore identical
tree/crew length gown and match-
ir.g halo hats of mint green ir-
ridiscent yarn dyed Wien& They
carried cascades arrangement of
pink carnations.
Harold Huey served his brother
as best man. Ushers were: John-
me Wall, Troy; Melvin Lavern
Matlock, Paducah; Paul Huey,
RUPTURE
rrs HERZ
Tee Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's 9110" Tram
No Belts — No Straps — No
Odors.














Oben. Teen; and D. Huey. Trey.
Tem.
Deeds Hoer, cough' of the
groom. served as sing beam_
Link Xiss Mehra Ltynn Mat-
lock, aimed her' as Hower
girl, ireareig a hallerine hock at
lime yeasty beetle amid net hob-
lamed late the gowned the older
attendants; her ludo hat reatchee
her dress and she wore a intend
of feathered carnations. and Iran
Patsy Huey, cousin of the groom,
was chosen acolyte_
For bee daughters wedding
Mrs. Matlock wore a dress of
mauve jimmied silk shantung,
fasbioned along softly tailored
lines; the fitted jacket had a deep
deed ogler of the shantung in a
trarendo daden Her aceemorkts
were black and she wore a deer
purple orchid.
The groom's her wore light
gray silk shauntung in coat style;
her hat was powder blue and her
acceisories were also blue; she,
too, wore a deep purple* orchid
corsage_
Immediately following the wee-
ding ceremony a reception Wag
held in the church parlor. The
bride's table was aver-laid with
a beautiful lace table cloth, cen-
tered with the lovely three timed
cake_ Punch was served from cry-
stal bowl at either end of the
table, by Miss Linda Senn and
Mm Maurice Barham. Miss
Nancy Patrick. of Memphis, ser-
ved the rate.
Hostesses included Mesdames
Wales Austin, Lyndal Shirk, U. N.
Gibbs. and Loins Johnson.
Following the reception the
couple left on a bridal trip to
Florida.
For traveLng the new bride
chose a blue woolen skirt and
blouse with a harmonizing blue
pood:e box coat She wore black
accessories, and her white orchid
from her wedding bouquet




The members of the Etethaven
Music Club enjcyed a Christmas
party for its December meeting
last Wednesday night, December
17 at six o'clock_
The tables were arranged in
'oanquet style, with center-piece
of candles. A table of gifts was
arranged_
Each pjerson brought a design-
ated dish of food and a gift. A
lovely spaghetti supper was ser-
ved at six-fifteen by Nancy Bus-
hart and Betty McDade.
After the meal a short businers
meeting was held_
A program was then presented
by Barbara Ann Boyd, with Mar-
ian B'ackstene reading a verse
from the Bible. Barbara Ann
Boyd read the story of "The Won-
derful Jesus Birth" with Ella
Doyle giving a musical back-
ground. Millie McDade sang
-There's a Song In the Air", ac-
companied by Glla Doyle. Anne
Fall read -The Night Before
Christmas" with Ella Doyle giv-
mg a musical background.
The club was glad to have




Misses Alma Phillips and See
Workman were hostesses to a de-
lightful birthday supper honoring
Miss Linda Sams Sunday night at
8:30 at the home of Miss Phillip:.
After the enjoyable supper the
evening was spent informally and
gifts were exchanged among the
girls.
The guest list included: Miss
Betty Sue Johnson, Willie Rice,
Miss Katherine Johnson, Charles
hiatus, Miss Wanda Holland,
Harold Cunningham, Miss Joy
Smith, Miss Nancy Patrick, Miss
'bonnie Cherry, Murrell Dean,
Chris Mangold, Charles Bugg, the




Min George Moose was hostels
to a delightful spsithetti supper
and cammla peaty last Tesdey
night at bee bane in the Wee
lands, honseing her daughter,
Brae on her 12th bietleby.
Ann Won Mrs. Virginia With-
eispeas. Mrs. Evelyn Woolen.
=emierry Braswell, Mrs. A W.Mrs. Alvie Clerk, Mee
Bebeed Powell. Mrs. Foster
Link, Xis Mary Swaim Barham
Jack Moore, Mae Doris Shore,
Mew "to°-.--• _Mrs 'wary
Roberts. De and Mrs_ Ward Bus-
honorThe ee received many _ G 
MISS PAULINE YATES
AND HOLLIS MOTHER
u.EXCKANGE VOWS DEC. sr
preach?* single Asa OhreihrsoY
Friday, December 6, at tips home
of Brother Elton Baker in Jack-
son. Tenn
Miss Pauline Yates, daughter of Mrs. Eugene Howard, twin sue
Mrs. Ida Yates of Crutchfield, be- ter of the bride, served as matron
came the bride of . Hollis of honor and Me Howard was
Steadier of Crutchfie in an im- best man.
11111111101111M0111101WilleINIteleasinitsusteuesefeentatateatentalisame-
IScouts.Pleas esioYed Domes mi **as* Enjoy A1 D...+.
After fte delicious supper thel Cal P.arents
beets Wilk GREETINGS
with Ella Doyle winvingibighi Wietheen appreciation ofprime aid 11111be McDade tying Le
ion
The guest list included the hoe-
oree, Elk Doyle, Ann Fall, Millie
McDade, Gloria Mem, Margaret
Ann .Newtose Barbara Ann Hoed.
Diane Wright, Norma Owen,





at ten-thirty o'clock for their
December meeting and Christmas
pal,' with twenty members pre-
sent •
The meeting was called to or-
der and rod call was answered Ly
tailing the first Christmas each
one remembered A short busi-
ness session wan held_
ItZte_ Curtis Hancock and Mrs_
Harry Hancock gave a very in-
teresting major lehon cm "Froz-
en Foods." and "Icing Cupcakes".
M13. Bob Dava gave an interest-
ing landscape report
A deliceus and well-planned
dinner was enjoyed at the noon
Ihour. The table was decoratedbeautifully in honer of Mrs. Ern-est Hancock for her golden wed-ding anniversary.
The club was honored with
three visitors, Mrs. Elizabeth





P. T. JONES & SON
5 East State Line COAL Telephone 702
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ALLISON'S SHELL STATION
Corner 4th and Carr Sts, John It, Allison Fulton
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AND THE BEST OF EVERYTHING I
IN THE
NEW YEAR
ARCADE BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOP I
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Neely
were exchanged and games of
The Cub Smuts alf Fulton and
their parents and leaders mine.: 0 your g




age and all good wishes
Cub Scout Pack No_ for a CHEERY CHRIST-
night at the First Methodist 
h. 
1 MA5 and a HAPPY andChtwe 
PROSPEROUS NEW .op entering the meeting room,
parents of the boys took part in YEAR
clever eontests in keeping with
Christmas, with Mrs. William
Taylor winning the ladies' prize,
and Finis Vaned the Dads. The
program got underway with the
The Bennett Homemakers Club hoes fining into the room, each
loft at the home-of we L. P. carrying a gift which will be sent
Carney linsrectry, December 10 to an tirehonallla.
During the first part at the pro-
gram, badges were awarded to
cubs who had completed various
achievements. 'Ilse highest honer
in tubbing, the Webeloe went to
Terry Taylor.
Pretty little Rita Kramer, cub
scout queen, opened the program
with a piano solo, an unusual ar-
rangement of "Silent Night" The
attendants to the queen. Nancy
Bushart and Sandra Williams,
sang a duet, ,"Its Beginning to
Look a Lot Late Christmas," and
a cute numoer, "Don't Give Me
No Goose for Christmas". An in-
strumental duet, -White Christ-
mas," was played by Nancy Ad-
ams with her menet, and David
Daniels with his saxaphcaw.
Little Nancy Treas charmed
her audience as, dressed in red
from tip to toe, she sang, "Ru-
Kirke Davis. Misses Linda Sane, dolph," and -An I wane for
and Eddie Matlock, and one new Christmas Is My One Froct Commercial Avenue Fulton
Vmember, Mn. G. E. Nanney. tooth." She also led the cubs in •1111MISYSMMISIONORIMMLIIIIMMITAILMAIllaMIMMINUIMIMMIAMOMMIIIM71.
After the bountiful dinner, singing "UpOur2ieTheevlienouseingt,soppm.". -
gram was a hilarious skit present-
ed by the den chiefs of the pack_
As Tommy Tanner read "Twas
the Night Before Christmas", the
take-off of the famous poem. Pa,
in his red flannels and drooping
hat, was played by George Bar-
nette, and Mauer* Taylor was
dressed in nightgown and ker-
chief as Ma. The giggling kids in
WELFARE WORKERS CLUB bed with their funny books were
ENJOYS NIESTING AT Roger Pigue and Gene Vaned, and
CLUB ROUSE the rather pectear-shaped St.
Mrs. Harold Muzzall was host_ Nick, sporting a black mustache
em to the Welfare Workers Club and no beard, was David Cle-
at the One and All Club House ments. Don Campbell and Melvin
last Tuesday night, December le Merryman provided the sound
"Christmas with all the trim- effects.
mugs" has the main theme of the No broadway show ever got
meeting. A delicious meal was more laughs thap dal this skit,
reeved to about 70 people Con- from Ma kicking Pa out of bed v
Mrs. O. C. Croft gave a reading
report on "Kentucky Recreation"
consisting of singing Christmas
carols and gifts were ex-bangel
which were placed under a
beautful decorated Christmas
tree.
Mrs. H. C. Sams will be hostess
to Use Club in January at the One
and All Club House.
kitting of club members their
families and guests.
The president called the meet-
ing to order and then turned it
over to the program leader, Mrs.
Harold Murrell. She presented
Bobby Newton, who played
Christmas songs on the accordin,
also Tony Phillips who played
-Silent Night" on the cornet Last
but not least was Brother J. T.
Hart, who entertained the group
with his feats of magic.
After the program, Christmas
packages were taken from the
beautifully decorated tree and
sunshne friends were revealed.
Everyone expressed having an
enjoyable evening.
The next club meeting will be
with Mrs. Robert Rucker in
South Fulton on Jan. 28.
FULTON HOSPITAL
ENTERTAINS WITH
PARTY AT ROSE ROOM
Thursday evening, December
18, the employees of the Fulton
Hospilal were entertained at their
annual Christmas dinner and
party at the Rose Room of
Smith's Cafe.
A delectable turkey and barn
dinner was served to the guests
from a lovely decorated table. aGril.i."ilnranirainiFiriPilniFiriraririigaraiririiranKOMECrangragrilncentered with belted red candles. eon
to investigate the noise she
"beard" to the scene in which St.
Nick "got right to work," stuffing
the family silver inside his cloth-
es.
Following the skit, a more real-
istic Santa Claus appeared on the
scene and distributed the many
gifts piled under the decorated
tree. Among them were gifts from
the cubs to their leader, Nelson
Tripp and Mrs. Tripp, which were
Revereware cooking utensils. A
gift was also presented to the old-
est dad present, G. C. Tripp. Sacks
of candy were g:ven to each child
present







During the social hour, gifts qi
bingo were enjoyed by Mrs. Tru- Olt
man Satterfield, Mrs. Christine
Pierce, Mrs. Hallie Morrie Mu.
iPea taw r, wasens a Ma "Mom,fit wi•DWILP INas Mamie /
Need New Safety Glass?
LET US REPLACE IT
Telephone or come in for prompt,
expert service. We carry complete
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glass
parts and body hardwase.
Fulton Paint & Glass















































Thursday night at the Ameri-
can Legion Home, more than one
hundred employees of the South-
ern Bell Telephone Company, to-
gether with their guests, enjoyed
their annual Christmas dinner
and party. A delicious turkey
dinner was served by the mem-
bers of the American Legion Aux-
iliary.
The rooms were handsomely
decrated with appropriate trim-
mings and tho guests were seated
at long banquet tables, which
— - —
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Most of the schools around
here played their last game this
year and are dismissed for the
Christmas holidays.
Here are some of the last week
end's results:
Fulton Defeats Fancy Farm 66-38
The Fulton Bulldogs won their
fourth game in five starts here
last Thursday night by defeating
Fancy Farm 66-38.
Jimmy Lowery, Fulton guard,
captured lop scoring honors with"
25 points. Cash tallied 10 for
Fancy Farm.
Fulton  14 27 44 --66
Fancy Farm 10 16 24-38
Fulton (66)
Forwards: Argo 8, Sawyer 2,
Cavendar, Mulchay 3.
Centers: Sevier 21, Crutchfield.
Guards: Kimbro 5, Lowery 23,
Toon, Burnes.
Fancy Farm (38)
Forwards: J. Garland 4, Cash
10, Elder, Pendel, Phipps.
Centers: B. Garland 9, Dalton.
held central \ arrangements of
greenery and candles.
The master of ceremonies, Jim-
my Gibbs, introduced the new
telephone -employees and visitors
and announced the program, con
sisting of musical numbers pre-
sented by Smith Stephens, Vyron
Mitchell, Eddie Erickson, Stanley
Parham, H. P. Allen and Mrs. L
C. Logan, the accompanist.
After the program and ex-
change of gifts, the remainder of
the evening was spent in dancing.
Those in attendance were:
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Allen,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Garland,
Mayfield, Miss Mary Anderson,
Mrs. Mary Ellen Ashby, Harold
Norman, Mrs. Jerry Cursey, Miss
Joella Cochran, Mrs. Jack Bur-
ton, Mrs. Winna Carpenter, Hil-
Ion Nelson Mr. and Mrs. Pat Nan-
trey, Miss Bonnie Cherry, Miss
Maudine Cruce, Miss Hazel Clark,
Dean Killebrew, Dresden, Mrs.
Jack Cooper, Miss Tommie Nell
Gates, Miss Margie Whitlock,
Mrs. James L. Harper, Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Hastings.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Tohmpson,
Paduiah, Mrs. Clara Nell Kim-
brow, Miss Catherine Lamb, Ned
Ray McWherter, Dresden, Miss
Adolphus Latta, Mrs. Calla Latta,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McKnight, Mts.
L. E. Mooneyham, Jr., Mrs. Eula
Mulford, Mr. and Mrs. Will D.
.Patriek, and- Mrs. Jack Gard-
ner, Miss Patricia Cox, Union
City, Kenneth McAlister, Miss
Betty Rawls, Jim Wharton, Dres-
den, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brooks,
Dresden, Mrs. Betty Ray, Johnnie
Keith, Miss Mary Frances Rob-
erts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Tarver, Mrs.
Betty Webb, Bob Vowel), Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Ericksen, Mr. and Mrs,
Tommy Glasgow, Dresden, Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Williams, Miss
Doris Winfrey, Mr. and Mrs
Charles Winsett, Mrs. Sammie
Work, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hood-
enpyle, Miss June Wright, Miss
Ann Ballow, Mrs. Dorothy Youi,s„
Smith Stephens, Mrs. Eunice
Seath.
Johnnie Conn, Paducah, Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Carper, Paducah,
Mrs. Lila Hastings, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hastings, Mr. and Mrs. Hom-
er Wilson, Miss Juanita Gilbert,
Miss Sherley Mann, Miss Betty
Lou Roach, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Hughes, Bob Justin, Middlesboro,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Vyron Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. J.
T. Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs. N. 1'.
Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Hurd, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mil-
ler.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McCollum,
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Byars, Henry
Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Step-
hens, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylor Fergu-
scon, Mr. and Mrs. Estone Brow-




. . Including the new Stand-
ard revised edition. Largest
stocks in Western Kentucky.
BEAUTIFUL Reg. $19.N teeth-
erbound Bibles on sale at
$14.95
Others as low as $1.00
CITY DRUG 
(0:8 Lake St. 
0.
Guards: Higdon 6, Kilcoyne 7.
Hobbs 2, Hayden.
FRIDAY NIGHT RESULTS
Wingo 78, Cuba 56
The Wingo Indians defeated the
Cuba Cubs 78-55 Friday night at
Cuba. -
Wingo  20 38 58-78
Cuba  12 27 40-56
Wingo (78)
Forwards: Boyd 6 'sucker,
James 26, Fuqua 1.
Centers: Waggoner 17, Wray 6
Guards: Mullins 10, CoLey,
Duke 3, Saxon 9. .
Cuba (56)
Forwards: Bruce 10, Edwards,
Brown 10.
Centers: Roberts 10, Vaughn.
Guards: Williams, McClain 9,
Vincent, Wray 15, Sims 4.
Milburn 48, Cunningham 43
The Milburn High School Ca-
gers downed Cunningham 48-43
in a closely contested game Fri-
day night at Milburn.
Milburn  15 23 37-48
Cunningham   11 21 34-44
Milburn -(48)
Forwards: Dotson 9, Dawson 9,
Ramage.
Center: Redford 16.
Guards: Burgess 3, Fristoe 11,
Stephenson.
Cunningham (43)
Forwards: Leath 16, Hayes,
Scott.
Center: Puckett 11.
Guards: Davis 7, Reasons 8.
Clinton 53, Hickman 46
The Clinton Red Devils eked
out a 53-45 win over the Hickman
Wildcats in a nip and tuck battle
at Hickman Friday night.
Clinton ....................16 27 38----53
Hickman  14 27 34---46
Clinton (53)
Forwards: Floyd 20, Spraggs 3.
Center: Hicks 5.
Guards: McDaniels 11, Lamkin
11, Bone 1.
Hickman (46)
Forwards: D. Hammock 14,
Kemp 10.
Center: Ross 5.
Guards: C. Hammock 2, Garri-
son 11, Sanders 4.
Western 75, Fulgham 50
The Western High School
basketball team ran roughshod
over the Fulgham Black Cats Fri-
day night at Western.
Western  23 37 54-75
Fulgham  14 27 38-50
Western (75)
Forwards: Parker 20, Clark 8.
Center: Riley 16.
Guards: Robinson 20, Taylor 9,
Baker 2.
Fulgham (50)
Forwards: Collins 7, Wilrauth 5,
Dowdy 5.
Center: Conn 5.
Guards: Hancock 23, Burkett 5.
Bardwell 87, Cayce 46
The Bardwell Iiigh School ca-
gers romped over Cayce 87-46
Friday night at Cayce.
Bardwell ...... 21 42 58-87
Cayce  6 15 30 —46
Hardy/ell aid
Forwards: Young 12, T. Hos-
kins 6, Shrodes 6, Owens, Petrie 2.
Centers: Mason 35,- Golden.
Guards: Crouch 8, B. Hockins
12, Case, Stacey 4, Williams 2.
Cayce (46)
Forwards: Hendon 17, McClan-
ahan 5, Scearce 1.
Centers: Batts 8, Smith.
Guards: Bennett 13, Evans 2,
Stewart.
S. Fulton 45, Union City 42
The South Futter'-Red Devils
came through in the overtime to
down the Union City High School
team 45-41 Friday at South Ful-
ton.
South Fulton .... 10 22 29 39-45
Union City... ...... 15 24 32 39-42
South Fulton (45)
Forwards: Payne 3, Jackson- 2
Netherland 14.
Center: Hornsby 9.
Guards: Partin 12, Welch 5.
Union City (42)
Forwards; McDaniel 13, Cultra
2, Burrus 7. •
Centers: Daniels 1, Lynn 13.
Guards: Roney 4, Young 2,
Baldridge.
8th Grade Basketball Schedule
Schedule for the eighth grade
net team Of Carr Institute, coach-
ed by Henry Cowan, is announced
as follows:
Jan. 15, Farmington, Ky., there,
1:45 p. m.; Jan. 21, Wingo, Ky.,
here, 1:45 p. m.; Jan. 26, Farming-
ten, Ky., here, 1:45 p. m.; Jan. 28,
Union City, Tenn., here, 3:30 p. m.;
Feb. 2, Wingo, Ky., there, 1:45 p.
in.; Feb. 5, South Fulton, Tenn,
here, 1:30 p. m.; Feb. 10, Sedalia,
Ky.; there, 1:30 p. m.; Feb. 12,
Cuba, Ky., here, 12:50 p. m.; Feb.
17, South Fulton, Tenn., there,
LATEST RECORDS
Leading Brands in Popular, Reli-
gious, Hillbilly, Rhythm, Blues.
CITY • ELECTRIC
205 Commercial Phone 401
1:30 p. na.; Feb. 20, Sedalla, Ky., Wed., Dec. 24, 1952 — The Fulton News — Page 5
here, 1:30 p. m.; Feb. 23, Cuba, I 
KY., there, 12:50 p. m.
The team will participate in the
Eighth Grade Tournament held
in Sedalia, Ky., during the month
of March. ling Association. He 
has seen the lodge membership.
South Fulton Independents Defeat
Cayce Trotters 70-65
Thursday night at 7:30 the
Cayce Purchase Trotters played
the South Fulton Independents at
South Fulton Gym.
South Fulton  18 37 51-70
Cayce Trotters /17 37 48-65
South Fulton Independents (70)
Forwards: Jones 12, Barns, 10,
Halley 8.
Center: Ross 14.
Guards: Pigue 6, Buckingham
20.
Cayce Purchase Trotters (65)
Forwards: D.. Lattus 11, Wall
23, Atwill 3.
Center: C. Lattus 15.
• Guards: Jones 9, Adams 5, Man- I
gold 2.
Dr. C. W. Holz is now serving
his 28th term as secretary-treas-




A Merry Christmas A 0
and a Happy New it 1$
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! "The Harness Man" I w
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We are truly thankful for the
privilege of working with you
in the past twelve months and
we are hoping that you will call






RAY LABER AND BOB CLOAR ARE NAMED
CO-CAPTAINS AT MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
Ray Lafser and Bob Cloar have
been named as co-captains of
next year's Thoroughbred foot-
ball team at Murray State Col-
lege. Co-captains for the season
just ended were Bernie Behrendt
of Chicago, Illinois and Mac Cat-
lett of Shelbyville, Ky.
Lafser is a quarterback from St.
Louis, Missouri and Cloar is a
center from Union City, Tenn.
Both will be seniors in 1953.
Thirty-one lettermen from the
1952 squad made the selections.
Twenty-three of the lettermen
will be back next year on the
Thoroughbred team.
Lettermen named by Head
Coach Fred Faurot are eight sen-
iors, Eli Alexander of Murray,
Kentucky; Bernie Behrendt of
Chicago, Illinois; Bob Byars of
Mayfield, Kentucky; Mac Catlett
of Shelbyville, Kentucky; Har-
old Gaines of old Hickory Tenn.;
Gene Mueller of St. Louis, Mo.,
John Roberts of Donelson, Tenn.;
and Elmer Schweiss of St. Louis,
Mo.
Ten juniors who received let-
ters are John Bohna of Browns-
ville, Pennsylvania; Billy Mac
Bone of Fulton, Kentucky; Bob
Cloar of Union City, Tenn.; Billy
Evans of Trenton, Tenn.; Ken
Hodge of Louisville, Kentucky;
Glin Jeffrey of Murray, Ky.;
Ray Lafser of St. Louis, Mo.; Jim
McDermott of St. Louis, Mo.;
Claude Thorne of Red Bay, Ala.;
l and Jay Witt of Cairo, Ill.
Six sophomores who lettered
are Jack Cain of Brownsville,
Tenn.; Harold Cannedy of Gree.,-
field, Illinois; Ben Chamness of




Make Christmas more cheer-
ful with the soft glow of con-
-  dies — let the real spirit of
the occasion shine down
upon you and yours. This
is our Yuletide wish for you and yours.




319-21-23 Walnut St. Fulton
Taylorville, Illinois, Donald liar-
vey or Providence, Kentucky; and
Hal Killebrew of Cairo, Illinois.
Seven freshmen lettermen are
Wayne Clark of Mayfield, Ky.:
Frank Kdmonds of BrOwnsville,
Tenn.; Virgil Hill of Marion, Ky.;
Bub Holt of Trenton, Tenn.; Tom-
my Milton of Owensboro, Ky.;
Carl Walker of Brownsville,




The full facilities of Kentucky
Dam Village, Kentucky Lake and
Cumberland Falls State Parks
will be available to guests on
Christmas, according to Conser-
vation Commissioner Henry
Ward.
The traditional Christmas din-







And a thousand thanks
for your potgeosego.
We appreciate your patience in waiting for our re-opening, and
are now pleased to offer you a nicer store than ever.
FRY'S SHOE STORE
Lake Street Fulton
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
In this season of holiday joy we extend our best wishes to
you, your family and friends.
May the true spirit of the season find its way to your home
and hearth, bringing with it days of quiet happiness and peace-
ful content.
Mrs. Frances Bugg, Mrs. Frank Gibbs, Mrs. Richard Myatt,
Mrs. Mack Ryan, Mrs. Virgil Davis, Mrs. Kenneth Bolton and















CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM IN FULL SWING;
MOST SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN EXPECTED
The Crusade For Freedom is in
full swing across the State and
early indications are that 1952's
Crusade will be the most success-
ful in its three-year history.
Robert E. Hatton, State cam-
paign chairman, said 84 county
chairmen are setting up active
campaigns and "before we're
through" campaigns 'will have
been operating in 100 of the
State's 120 counties.
Robert P. Steptoe, executive,
director said 400,000 Freedom-
Grams had been sent out from the
Crusade's Louisville headquarters
to all sections of the State. He
estimated a million of the mess-
ages will have been distributed
by the time the campaign closes.
The bulk of the Freedom-
Grams are being distributed
through the public and parochial
schools of the State, Steptoe said.
WE APPRECIATE THE FRIENDSHIPS AND CON.
TACTS OF THE PAST TWELVE' MONTHS WITH
MORE PLEASURE THAN WE CAN EXPRESS
MAY WE WISH YOU ALL THE JOYS THAT









many favors of the past year, please accept
our best wishes for
To you, whom we serve every
day, we send a Christmas Greet-
ing.
MAY CHRISTMAS BRING
YOU JOY ... AND PEACE. . .
AND THE NEW YEAR HAP-





May v‘e take advantage
of this occasion to express
the Compliments of the
Season to you, our valued
friends and customers.
We ore grateful for all
post favors and desirous
of the privilege of being of
further service to you dur-
ing the New Year.




This will mean some 700,000 of
the messages will be distributed
by school-age children in Ken-
tucky. The balance are being dis-
tributed by county chairmen,
labor and other groups.
First large financial contribu-
tion to the Crusade for Freedom
came from the Armored Center
at` Fort Knox. Colonel John L.
Ryan, Jr., Chief of Staff, turned
over a check for $5,000 to Hatton.
The money was contributed by
officers and men stationed at the
training center, Colonel Ryan
said. Kentucky's goal is $50,000
and 250,000 Freedom-Grams.
COMMITTEES NAMED
Appointment of at least eight
citizens in each of the state's 228
school districts to study educa-
tional problems was announced
by Lieut. Gov. Emerson Beau-
champ as chairman of the Legis-
lative Research Commission,
which is conducting the study.
Also named were 11 members of
a state-wide eommittee. The
commission plans to make pro-
posals to the 1954 General As-
sembly based on the study.
NEW COMMISSION NAMED
Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby
named a new Kentucky Trotting
Horse Commission to verve for
four-year terms—Len B. Shouse,
Sr., Sherman Jenny, Lexington;
Leslie W. Morris, Frankfort; T. J.
Bartlett, Owensboro, and W. G.
Reynolds, Anchorage. Bartlett
and Shouse were members of the
original Trotting Horse Commis-
sion named in 1950 but resigned
last summer.
INCREASE GRANTED
The Public Service Commission
granted General Telephone Com-
pany, Lexington, which operates




Olive Hill, Owingsville, Paint
Lick, Poplar Plains, Russell,
Sharpsburg, aVnceburg, Versaill-
es, Wilmore and Midway, an an-
nual rate increase of $233,562 to
cover increased operating costs.
awarded contracts for $699,151 to
cover road and bridge repair
work in thirteen counties. In-
volved in the letting were jobs
for road repairs and reconstruc-
tion in Jefferson, Graves, Muh-
lenberg, Wolfe and Jessamine
counties and bridge repairs in
Boyle, Caldwell, Floyd, Harlan,




The Kentucky Court of Appeals
gave its approval to a compromise
tax plan by which four barge
lines were enabled to settle back
franchise tax claims with the
State Department of Revenue for
$210,888. The State will receive
$68,307 of the sum, while counties
and school districts along the
Ohio River where the lines op-
erate will receive the remaining
$142,581. The lines in question are
American Barge Lines, Ohio Ri-
ver Company, Mississippi Val-




farms produced $985,729 worth of
food for inmates and patients in
the State Welfare and Mental in-
stitutions during the first 10
months of 1952. Included were
$423,478 worth of vegetables,
$222,023 worth of meat, $288,000
worth of milk and eggs valued at
$52,227. The production was suf-
ficient to provide 1.25 pints of
milk and two pounds of vege-
tables a day for each patient or
inmate.
CAMMACK CHOSEN
Chief Justice James W. Cam-
mack of the Kentucky Court of
Appeals was chosen to serve on a
jury of eleven Chief Justices
from various States to select free-
dom contest essay winners at
Valley Forge, Pa., Dec. 9.
Dawson Springs, Princeton, Gil-1 Che Fulton News
oertsville, Paducah and May-
field, their own automobile.
DISCONTINUANCE REFUSED
The Kentucky Railroad Com-
mission refused to allow the Illi-
nois Central Railroad Company
to discontinue daytime passenger
service between Louisville, aid
f ulton, Ky., on the ground "there
is reasonable probability that
conditions which have produced a
loss will change and the service
operated at a profit." The two
trains provide the only daytime
east-west passenger service from
Louisville to Fulton by way of
CONTRACTS AWARDED Fort Knox, Leitchfield, Beavei
The Department of Highways Dam, Central City, Greenville,
We welcome the chance to extend our best
wishes to each of you on this, the happiest oc-
casion of the year—CHRISTMAS.
It is our hope that the New Year will be filled
with an abundance of good things for you and








Season, with its delightful
spirit of good fellowship, af-
fords us the pleasant oppor-
tunity to tell you that your
goodwill a n d friendship
mean very much to each of
the members of this firm.
We thank you sincerely
and wish you a Merry Christ-




"Your Dodge, Plymouth Dealer:"
209-11 East Fourth Street Phone 622
•
WITH FRIENDLY AIDAORIES








Phones: 112 and 113 it
Fulton, Kentucky
Ca Thri5tmas akettiti,
In this changeless season of
Christmas we greet our Mends
and neighbors with that change-







Walter C. Heraman ruled that the
City of Mayfield may lawfully
exact of non-residents who use
its streets for all-day parking
purposes a license. It was explain-
ed that many non-residents bring
their automobiles to Mayfield,
park them there early in the
morning, board a bus for the At-
omic Energy plant near Paducah,
and return in the evening, for
RATE INCREASE ASKED
The Public Service Commission
took under advisement a plea of
the Southern Bell Telephone
Company for a $2,582,000 rate in-
crease — the fourth request in
six years. The company claims
the increase is essential to per-
mit it to undertake a needed pro.
gram of expansion.
HALL APPOINTED
Joe J. Hall was named execu-
tive officer of the State Police by
Commissioner Charles C. Oldham.
Hall, who was formerly in charge
of the State Police's Bureau of
Investigation, will carry the rank
of major and will serve as com-
missioner when Oldham is out of
state. He replaced Charles L.
Sonner, who asked to be removed
and who has been appointed cap-
tain in charge of the Bureau of
Communications. Hall is a Scott
Wednesday, Dec. 24, 1962
' Somewhere in Korea — Marine
Lt. James H. Orr, of Santa Ana,
Calif., is accusing the Japanese
of being too painstaking.
During a hurried trip to
from a Korean base of the 1st
Marine Air Wing, he ordered a
new uniform from a Japanese
tailor. As a pattern, he left an
old uniform. There was a large,
visible darn over one of the trous-
er pockets.
Several weeks later, when he
returned to pick up the new
form and the older sample, he
found that the tailor had done his
work too well The new uniform
was perfect in every respect —
including an exact duplication of
the darned spot. (From the Res-
erve Marine.)
Agricultural income in Ken-c
tucky totaled $138 million in 1940
compared to manufacturing in
come of $106 million In 19,50
County native. manufacturing income topped
agriculture $474 million to $399
Phone 470 for Job Printing million.
StillaKiKiNEIVIME0101
•
It is our wish that you, our
friends, your loved ones and
friends, may be happy in
every way on this occasion
of Christmas. May you have
good health and much pros-
perity throughout the New
Year.
WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION
I Martin Highway South Fulton f-



























FOR RENT: Rent a new type-
writer or adding machine.
Available by week, month or
quarter. Low Rates. If you de-
cide to keep the machine after
renting it, the amount paid can
be applied on the purchase.
Harvey Caldwell Co., 206 Com-
mercial Ave., Phone 674.
BARGAINS!
Coal-fired hot water heater, prac-
tically brand-new, with water
pipe fittings and what flue pipe




Commercial Ave. Phone 470
DEEP FREEZE home Freezers,
Westinghouse Appliances, Mo-
torola Television at your "Ap-
pliance Headquarters", City
Electric Company on Commer-
cial Avenue.
BARGAINt While it lasts Utility
Fir Framing Lumber--2x4's,
and 2x8's--Kiln Dried-88.00
per hundred. 1CRAMER LUM-
BER CO., Walnut St., Phone 96
rop PRICEI:i PAID for country
hams; bring us your eggs.
Sruit:-'s Cabe.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $129.95,
and up. Sales and semis*.
Bennett Electric. Phone 201,
FOR SALE: New Royal and Rem-
ington Portable typewriters.
Remington and Victor Adding
Machines. You can arrange con-
venient budget payments. Har-
vey Caldwell Co., 205 Commer-
cial Avenue.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish
er and electric vacuum clean
era. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
SAVE $100. New deluxe sewing
machines. Lifetime guarantee.
Consoles, Portables, desks. Uses
all Singer attachments. Sales,'
repairs, parts. Write or phone
942 Cloar's Sewing Machines




STOCK IN WEST KY.
=mg=
ROOFING — Asphalt Shingles
and roll roofing — Galvanized
metal roofing — wood shingles.
KRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
Walnut Street.
Let us weatherstrip your win-
dows and doors. Fulton Roofing
& Insulation Company. Phone
557 for free estimate.
TYPEWRITERS — ADDING Ma-
chines — Cash Registers, Sales
Service, Trade, Rent, Fulton
Office Supply Co. Phone 85.
APARTMENT, store and offices








Keep your eyes on
Our 0. K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
the hour of 10:30 A. M. being
County Court Day, at the City
Hall (Court House) Door in Ful-
ton, Kentucky sell to the Highest
bidder the following described
property, to-wit:
Beginning at a point on the east
line of Lake Street Extension
about 52 feet south of the Inter-
section of Reed Street and Lake
Street Extension; rusting theme
south along the east line of Lake
Street Extension 52 feet to a
stake; thence east 100 feet;
thence north 52 feet; thence
west 100 feet to the east line of
Lake Street Extension; the be-
ginning corner; same being the
south one-hall of a lot convey-
ed to Nat Bills and Percy Brown
by Ed Thomas et al, by deed
dated February 17, 1920, record-
ed in the County Court Clerk's
office of Fulton COunty, Ken-
tucky; said remainder interest
in and to the above described
property having been conveyed
to the first parties herein by
Nat Bills, a widower, by deed
dated September 2, 1942, by
deed recorded in said Clerk's
office in D. B. 5E, page 204; and
is the same the said Mary La-
tham Dukes by Percy and Evic
Brown by deed dated February
2, 1945, and recorded in 61,
page 103.
To be sold for cash or on a
credit of 6 months, with approved
security, with the privilege grant-
ed to the purchaser to pay In cash.
The purpose of this sale is for
a debt owed by the defendant
herein to the plaintiff herein in
the amount of $119.36 plus 6% in-
terest from May 12, 1950, plus the
costs of this action.
The purchaser will be required
to give bond with approved sec-
urity bearing interest at the rate
of 6% from date of sale having lure the public."
force of replevin bond, on which Under the new decree, any dis- How To Relieve
HAPPY NEW YEAR, with the same winning ball team, is the
thought of the Fulton Baseball Association as hard-working,
hard-hitting Sam Lamithla is signed this week to a manager's
contract for the Fulton Lookouts for the '53 season. Sam has won
two pennants in a row and will be after a third.
—Staff Photo by Polaroid Land Camera.
Smith's in wanting to bring cheer
to 'ittle people at this holiday sea-
son.
She plans to dress Christmas
eve, maybe before, and call on th<
loidlets. There are about eight
she said, who are top-most on het
list. Too, she looks forward to the
brae when she can appear as San-
ta Claus at the many community
clubs to which she belongs. And
if the One and All Club doesn't
have enough goodness about their
clubhouse, now they have a mem-
ber who has a real Santa Claus
suit, and a real Santa Claus dis-
execution may issue when due.
The purchaser shall have the
right and privilege of paying the
said bond at any time before ma-
MOVIE ADVERTISEMENT
CENSORSHIP
An official censorship of movie
advertising has been established
here under a decree of the Ge-
neva cantonal government. The '
said the censorship had
head of the cantonal department
of justice  
!
been made necessary by "increas-
ingly objectionable" advertising.'
"We received an immense num-
ber of cotnplaints," he said. 'We
must put a stop to this debauch-
ery of more or less unclothed wo-
men accompanied by disproport-
ionate commentaries designed to
play advertisement must be sub-
mitted for approval three days in
advance of use. The decree is sloo
aimed at stopping the practice of
turity and thereby stop the ac.. advertising innocuous pictures as
cumulation of interest thereon or • "strictly for adults only".
may pay cash at the time of the I
sale. LADY SANTA CLAUS
J. K Attebery, (Conillused frets page taw)Master Commissioner.
and rd let it go. But this year I
kept looking and talking about it
as usual, until Joan (her daugh-
ter) just had to tell me that my
gift had arrived and it was . . .
yes, the Santa Claus suit."
Her joy was greater when she
opened the box and she saw the
mask of the jolly ole fellow of
Christmas. "He has the sweetest
face you ever saw," she said. But
no mask Could ever cover the
I gentle tioufili that is Mrs.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
In pursuance of a judgment of
the Fulton Circuit Court rendered
on January 31, 1952, in the action
of A. R. Stephens, Plaintiff vs.
Mary Latham Dukes and R. D.
Dukes, Defendants, I will on Mon-
day, January 12, 1953, at about













1 2P7 Ctuarr St Mews 25e Fern. Co.
A JOYOUS'
CHRISTMAS
WE CAP think of no finer
Yuletide sentiment than the old famil.
jar "MERRY CHRISTMAS." We
never grow tired of saying it to our
friends nor do we grow tired of hear-
ing it from others. It is the one univer-
sal greeting that carries with it the
thought of others and the sppreciation
of fine friendships and associations.
It is this sentiment that forms the
background of our thinking of you at
this glad time of the year. We want
you to know that when we say,
"MERRY CFIRISTMAS," we include
our thankfulness for all past favors.
The best of everything to each of you.




Creomulsioa relines promptly because
it rpm into the bronchial system to
help looses and expel Berm laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded. Creomulsion has
Mood die teat of millions of users.-
CREOMUESION
position.
It twist be like Chriulmee
day in the year in some home In
the busy cotritattnities around'
Fulton. The good people are al-
ways • baking, cooking, making
baskets, trays, and doing things
for other people. We especially
enjoyed the banter between Mrs.
Smith and Mrs. Jenkins as they
compared the activities in the
clubs around us. For our money
they're the most active, genuine
folks we ever knew, yet there are
many who think that they should
do more.
We judged the Christmas dec.
orations, and a difficult task it
was, The Shows, the Fowlkes, the
Faraboughs, the Wade Coxes all
had lovely displays. At the Jenk-
ins home it is always a winter
fairyland. Mrs. Jenkins new2r us-
es the standard tree, but selects
a sturdy branch from the farm,
paints it in gleaming silver and
what is mere. makei•inoet,et
ornemesiie•
Yes, indeed, our trip gave 'us
the warmth of Ike chriatmaa new.
son and the ide* tor a pod
Christmas story, don't you think?
smeeteemeunotsmigimmum
HEY! STOP
by James B. Casey's no vly -dec-
orated Barber shop on Commer-




OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
—James K Casey.
May this old fashioned Greeting
convey our
-SINCERE APPRECIATION
Of your good will and patronage
and our every wish for a most hap-













R. C. Butts & Sons
g ,ti
toryou
Not much, to be sure, but
presented with all the sincer-




It's not wrapped up in a
lot of fancy ribbon, nor ex-
pressed in a lot of flowery or-
atory. . . but you can be as-
i sured that when we sendcompliments of the Season to
# you, we mean'every word of
it.
rws
It's great to be a part of this
community, to know and
serve its people. That's why
we eagerly look forward to
sending our annual message




FEED & SEED STORE 
ONE
FEED MILL

















LET THE ?ea:0 at pa9c,.2
of your Telephone Directory Help




Is extend to you and
yours t h e compli-
ments of the Holiday
Season and to express
our best wishes for a
New Year full of
health, happiness and
prosperity.
May the next twelve
months bring to each




ATKINS HOLMAN & FIELDS





To all of you who are our friends, and our
customers, we wish to take this opportunity to
express our sincere thanks. focyour patronage
through the year and to wish you all of the
iness that this Christmas can provide you,
Your patronage has enabled us to further
expand our stocks during the year and all in all,
to provide an up-to-date store brimming with
all of the things for which you have asked.
For your patronage we are grateful. We
am-
shall endeavor to always merit it.
ItiEWIESENEOINIKOOKIIININKIAMIKINOKIIIVACIKIKWEIREMINICIINININI
OPEN XMAS DAY--9 A. M. 1011 A 14,
110010,1111t01020-10167M-7011010111701.110711111•211MONINIONMINIMIll
CITY DRUG COMPANY
C. H. McDaniel, Pharmacist, owner
408 Lake Street Phone 70 and 428
,5tudio Taxi
WLW emcee Louie Innis has discovered a novel way of "winning
Mende and Influencing people," by giving fellow WLW performers
a lift to their studios. Here be "taxis" Jen and Judy, WLW harmony
singing sisters. Louie has his own program at 6:15 a.m., EST. Mon-
day through Friday and Judy and Jan are featured on "Ohio River
Jamboree" at 9 p.m.. EST, Saturdays.
CUPID SHRINE THRIVING
Most of the Shinto shrines in
Japan are in poor shape financial-
ly, but not' the shrine of Izumo,
the Japanese counterpart of Cu-
pid. It's thriving.
Some Japanese believe all mar-
riages are arranged by the good
Iziu.mo. The newspaper, Asahi,
reported from Matsue, Western
Honshu island, that the shrine
sold four million charms last
year, netting $220,000. •
In addition those grateful for
good wires or husbands, or those
wishing good marriages, made d --
nations. About 240 couples, in-
cluding some American soldiers
married to Japanese girls, chose
the shrine hall for their nuptials.
The enterprising management
of the shrine recently created a
board ef five "sob sisters" to ans-
wer mail from dissatisfied hus-
bands or wives, and others seek-
ing good matches, Asahi said.
NiTIMAL GAS IN TOKYO
The Tokyo prefectural goven-
ment hopes that exploitation of a
large natural gas deposit beneath
the city may eventually solve the
fuel problems of this metropolis
of five million persons.
. A survey just completed by the
Japanese economic stabilization
board estimates the potential be-
neath Tokyo at 52 billion cubic
yards.
American gas experts say this
would be a sizable field, about
one-third that of California's big
Rio Vista field at th time of its
discovery. The discovery well
was drilled last March. It hit gas
and warm salt water at 1,900 feet.
PRICE GOUGERS CAUGHT
Police are aiding housewives in
their war against sky-high prices
for vegetables. In two days police
arrested 90 shopkeepers on charg-
es of failing to display price tags
on their merchandise and then
charging exorbitant prices.
AERIAL WOLF-HUNTERS
Several permits have been
granted here to hunters planning
to shoot wolves from aircraft. A
goinigammagmempanompaimagrlimogummiliasammommommagen special permit IS required.
kCirinCirCitligOgigng0101CCCOARCCOMMOVICIRitin010310

















I1 Sonny Puckett Service Station
1 STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
it







Two soldiers from Kentucky
serving on Okinawa helped dec-
orate a Christmas tree at the
Ryukyus Command USO Club in
preparation for the holiday festi-
vities. Plans have been completed
to insure that all Army personnel
serving with the security force
on the "Gibraltar of the Pacific"
will have an American Christmas
with all the traditional trimmings.
The Kentuckians are: Pfc. John
T. Harris (left) whose wife, Al-
ice, lives at 411 Lake Street, Ful-
ton, Ky., and Pfc. Tommy Goins,
son of Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt
Goins, Manchester, Ky. They are
members of the 29th Infantry Re-
giment
TV GROWING PAINS
What television needs most to-
day is an adult auldienee willing
to help TV tkuvugffi-its childhood
and adolescence.
So says Jack Morrison, lecturer
in theater arts at the University
of California. Adults should be
selective about their programs
and should let the sponsor know
by mail which shows they like,
says Morrison.
As a last resort representative
organizations can ask the Federal
Communications Commission for




Theodor Liedstedt got out of a
refugee camp in 1949 and rented
a room of his own together with
some second-hand furniture, from
local welfare authorities. 'Includ-
ed was a desk which looked like
an antique.
Recently he bought a second-
hand bookiat tribed secret
draWers m ter aftamen once
built in de, and cabinets. Lied-
stedt studied his desk 'and found
a secret drawer that contained a
document dated in 1813. It certi-
fied that a Theodor Liedstedt and
his wife gave their wedding rings
for their Prussian fatherland, thea
at war with Napoleeon.
The document was issued at
Glogau, an Exist German town
which Theodore Liedstedt's name




One 1i..7m of making champagns•
here is an "electrical method".
Moscow scien have claimedi*sts
ting
•
that by the cham-electrocti
s
pagne in a certain ay it can bev.
made as good as the finet French..
champagne. It only takes .?. very
short time, so they say.
Offiicial Soviet figures show
champagne production is up 121
per cent over 1950.
WOUNDED IN KOREA
Pfc. Robert Jackson, son of
Mrs. Loney Jackson, East State
Line, Fulton, was wounded in ac-
tion in Korea on December 6 and
is now recuperating in an army
hospital j..He is a member






FREEZERS SELL IN ALASKA
The super-salesman who sells
iceboxes to eskimos is not just
a myth.
H. A. Faroe, proprietor of the
Northern Supply Co., recently
sold six 11-cubic-foot food freez-
ers here where temperatures drop
to 60 degrees below zero. The
freezers are in demand for storage V
of moose meat. V
"GWTW" =ILL POPULAR
"Gone With the Wind" is still
blowing strong in Israel. In one /
of the bi .,g-i-sat Tel Aviv theaters,
the good °lel-Clark etable-Vivian 91
Leigh epic 10 daily drawing re-
cord crowds since it began its
second run two months ago.
Another Jerusalem hit is Cecil
de Mille's "Samson and Delilah".
But when the Jewish youngsters
there spotted several deviations
frorn the Bible tale, they critically
shouted, ."That ain't so."
NOEL





of us, that we say,
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HOME FOR CHRISTMAS 
i
Many friends will be glad to I
know that Captain J. D. Hales, U.
S. Army; who has been a patient
at Fort Campbell Hospital siniej
he was stricken with polio, will
be home for Christmas to be with
nis family. .
Industry now supplies Ken
tucicians with more income Ma:.
farming. That's a complete rever-
sal of the picture of a decade ago.
Nowadays, the population earns
$75 million more a year from in
dustry than from agriculture.
Phone 470 for Jo. Printing
-L 
As we come to the I
close of another
1 
year, it is our slit,
cere hope that the friendliness that has
Imarked our associations in the past will
i 




Best wishes for a Merry Christmas and























Paul Nailling Implement Company t,
"Your International Harvester Dealer" 3t.)Chi





tucky's mental hospitals and wel-
fare institutions will have a full
season of celebration at Christi
mas time this year.
Christmas observances will
range from the awarding of a
week at home to some chi.dren at
The Fulton News Wednesday, Dec. 24, 1952
KENTUCKY'S MENIAL PATIENTS TO GET
MANY HAPPY HOLIDAY PROGRAMS
Patients and inmates of Ken- the Houses of Reform in Green-
dale to the regular religious ser-
vices and Christmas dinners that
will feature Christmas at all in-
stitutions.
At Kentucky State Reforma-
tory, LaGrange, inmates will pre-
sent a musical comedy on Christ-
mas eve. At this tims Christmas
packages will be presented the
2,000 inmates. The performers
will take the same musical come-
dy to Kentucky Children's Come,
Lyndon, and Central State Hos-
pital, Lakeland, both in Jefferson
county, during the Christmas sea-
son.
A number of Christmas events
are planned for the Children's
home. The Kiwanis and Younger
Woman's clubs of Louisville are
to entertain all the children at a
party in the Brown Hotel, Louis-
ville, December 23. The clubs are
seeing to it that each child will
have a number of gifts, and gifts
are also coming from other or-
ganizations, which are giving par-
ties.
All the children in the home
have been taken on Christmas
shopping expeditions to Louisville
so that they may buy gifts for the
other children and for family and
friends at home.
Many of the children will spend
Christmas in their own homes.
Arrangements have been made
by the social service staff at the
home, and visits will be allowed
where there is someone for the
children to visit.
At Greendale, more than 100
boys and girls will be allowed
Christmas at home. The Honor
Citizens, those with the highest
citizenship rank at the schools as
determined by behavior and ad-
justment, will get a week off.
Senior Citizens, the next in rank,
will get three or four days. This
will mark the first time in Green-
dale history that a large number
of children have spent Christmas
at home.
For those who stay at the
schools over Christmas, there will
be parties, caroling and other
entertainment. Church and civic
groups from Lexington will pro-
vide gifts for the children.
Children at the Kentucky
Training Home, Frankfort, will
be entertained by 14 church and
civic groups during the holidays.
Jolley's Lodge
Opens Near Here •
Jolley's Motor Lodge on the
Fulton Highway, three miles
from Union City, is now open for
business on a partial scale. This
$100,000 court is the newest mo-
tor court in this area.
the lodge have been completed
Eight of the twenty rooms ofBENNETT DRUG STORE 
1 
AND EMPLOYEES and are in use according to an an-
nouncement made by the proprie-
tors, Mr. and Mrs. J. Paul Jolley._










$ we eagerly await the
coming of this all-important event,
Christmas, we want to take inventory
of ourselves to see if there are some ways in uhich we can improve
the scope of our service to our friends.
It is our aim to improve our usefulness in every way possible
for the benefit of our customers. In seising this policy as our goal
for the coming year, we are remembering your kindnesses during
the past year.
May we extend our heartfelt thanks to each of you and u ; h




It is expected that the lodge
will be completed in all details
by January 1st. The lodge was
designed by Will Austin Milling
of Union City. Construction be-
gan last June 15.
During January, the Jolleys
plan to hold open house at the
lodge.
Dix River Dam, erected in 1924
across Dix River in Mercer coun-
ty, was one of the first hydro-
electric operations in Kentucky.
Completes Duty At
Camp Breddarkige
Sgt. Billy 7trivell, son of Mr. ,
and Mrs. Everett Terrell of the
Chestnut Glade Community, was
released from active service
Wednesday, December 10.
Set Terrell was inducted into
active service of the army on
January 2, 1951 and sent to Camp
Breckinridge to be processed for
basic training. He worked with
different companies at this camp
during his period of service.
1Seasol61.
GMITING
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The COFFEE Shop
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Babb
S WE mu VITO
moths'. Holiday Season
we wish to wend Our pro-
found thanks for the gra-
cious friendships we have
enjoyed.
May you enjoy the best
of everything, not only
this year and next, but
during those to follow.
May your hopes and
dreams be fulfilled and










sent to OK Laundry
STAY NEW




From All The Folks At
OK LAUNDRY



























Institutions are passing so fast
esegeemeigeefinowletemittereeteteeetegearefe
that even I, a self-appointed,
chronicler of them, have a hard
t'me keeping up with the proces-
sion. The coming of dial tele-
phones has been so quiet that it
did not disrupt our ways much
to cease to call the old-fashioned
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ber, being careful to distinguish
five and nine. The learning of the!
new way to get our party at the
other end of the line occupied us,
so much that we played with our 
dial telephones as with some new
toy. And, meanwhile, there had
gone from among us one of the
really fascinating people whom I
have kilown, the central girl In
a good-sized town, such as the one
in which I live, the telephone girl
was just an employee, with cer-
thin hours to work, with a wage
scale just like any other employ-
ee. But she was the lineal descen-
dant of the old-time central girl
of my youth, who, like the coun-
try doctor and the parson and
parents, had no set hours and was
subject to call at any time.
A central girl—usually a ma-
tron, in and around Fidelity —
was not merely a woman who
heard your ringing on Line A
and called some one on Line B
for yotI. It did not take much
skill to do that; even small chil-
hot- I talking in those . days; no ;Ilk
115tempered central girl disconnect- OIC
It
who kept the centrals could do
that in case of an emergency, such
dren the homes of the people eingitimmnikimpaimimegameng,
fore the.eventeul 1904 and 1905,
when the singing wires were
stretched across our fields laud
through our woods.
1The kind of central girls I knew
briefly in the last years I lived on
the farm where as talkative as
Myrt on the Fibber McGee show.
They Inew just whom I would
like to talk to on another line—
the girl who lived in the old brick
mansion—and kidded me nightly
when I rang to get connection
with the line on the parallel
ridge. If my weak ring failed to.
bring out the central keeper, who
probably was busy with the sup-
per dishes, others on our line
rang for me — sometimes several
of them — and got rewarded by
hearing what I said to the girl.
And they, too, would break in
ed the lines when she felt that
enough was enough.
If anybody needed to use the
phone, he took down his receiver,
listened to enough of the conver-
sation to gather whether It was a
matter of life and death, and then
asked us in back-country polit-
ness it he might call some one on
another line. We hung up, central
disconnected the lines, and our
neighbor on her line or mine got
his party. It was great sport while
it lasted; and now, like youth and
a lot of other things, it is gone
or going fast.
Seven counties border Lake
Cumberland, Kentucky's latest
man-made lake. They are: Rus-
sell, Clinton, Wayne, McCreary,
Whitley, Laurel, and Pulaski.
while I was talking to the girl,
whom I still have never seen, and InrifFiririralagigiginiginginigfROWORICOMCCOMICWWWKIRO1kid me about my nightly devo- 4,t
tion to some one on the distant &TA
ridge. There was no limit on
The Fulton News
I/




For Ambulance Service Day or -Night
Phone 10-30-- 88 -0(--€ Phone
Contract Funeral Henze tor and Malabar el
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Darla] Aareelatien,
A.14as mother's being busy with the I
canning or planting the garden.
That would serve temporarily,
but the real central girl was
something more than a mechani-
cal gadget that could connect two
lines. She was the source of much
-of the information in the neigh-
borhoods into which her tel.-
phone lines penetrated. She knew
had got married, who had a new pIsTwho was sick, who had died, whobaby, where there was trouble or
joy or sadness. She could tell you
where and when the church ser-
vices of half a dozdh country
places would be and who would
preach where. When the only
newspapers we had were pretty
thin weeklies from the distant
county seat, the central girl knew
more news than any one ever re-
ported from Fidelity or else-
where. Even I a long-time repor-
ter from Fidelity, did not know
half as much as the central girl,
though. I must confess, some of
her news would hardly have been
accepted by our little county pa-
per. I can brag a bit that I was
reporting from Fidelity before
we ever had a telephone and also
that I helped put up the first line
in our neck of the woods. My
reporting terminated in 1906,
when I went away from Fidelity
with my telescope filled with
clothes and books, but the central
girl came into her own and held
it with no interruptions until
automobiles somewhat under-
mined her service. The last time
I was at Fidelity, there was no
telephone nearer than six miles;
but for two cars and the radios,
the whole neighborhood now
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41t If it were at all possible, we
Gig would see each of you person-
oily, clasp your hand in a
'111 friendly sort of way, and say, "Merry Christmas!" At the some
time, we would express our sincere thonks for oil post favors,
CIIT and invite your continued potronoge on the basis of our genuine
Cllg
interest in your welfare and our desire to be of e;/ery service
ti muipprir possible to you during the coming year. .
Th-.
ftsvg•NA'
J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
We are sorry we cannot see each of you individually—
and we wont to convey, through this message, our heartfelt
oppreciation of your friendships and to wish you oil the joys of
the Christmsle Season.
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SAFETY — SERVICE —SATISFACTION
Member F. D. I. C.
Phone 923
11111117111110)
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May the joys of the Christmas
occasion remain with our custo-
mers and friends throughout the
New Year.
Our thanks, too, for your patron.
age and kind courtesies in the past.
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.






Call it what you may—it's
still the most gkaicast m-
ission ol then at May Dr
61017 Meht Yew waf through.
at the New Tom 47
—GULF REFINING COMPANY—
H. D. STANFIELD, DISTRIBUTOR
Fulton. Kv.
11 the Joy and Happiness
a the Christmas Season
Its pesos, its cheer, its hope and faith,
remake with you for
many days to coma.
HARVEY CALDWELL COMPANY
OFFICE OUTFITTERS








Deer are faced with a new dan-
ger — undisciplined domestic
dogs.
George Stevenson, provincial
game inspector, reported the dogs
are becoming more savage than
mountain lions during the some
seasons of the year. He said the
Game Department had to kill 12
dogs in two weeks recently.
The dogs go up into high
ground near the shore and chase
the deer down on the beach, then
bite a hole in the stomach or
throat ane leave the d•-  to die.
When the snow is deep, they
chase deer until the deer are ex-
hausted, then kill them and leave
them. "In very rare cases, the
dogs make a meal of the meat,"
Sttevenson said.
RPPUGEES STUDY AMERICA
Right now the "Blue and White
Club" has 72 members — all dis-
placed persons froth Europ--riklext
month there may be more or less
depending on how fast the mem-
bers are absorbed into the Ameri-
can way of life.
As soon as the newcomers
learn a little of the language, the
customs and the peculiarities of
the country they drop out. That's
good news to the social workers
who operate the organization
The club is sponsored by the
Young Men's and Women's He-
brew Association. It was organi-
zed in 1949.
When someone asked if people
in Europe realize what America
is like, one refugee member
pondered and said: "The people
back there know, but they can't
believe it. r can hardly believe It
myself."
WILDLIFE DIET
People who ars finicky about
their diet should try the fare of
"English John", a trapper on the
fringe of this mining settlement,
100 miles northeast of Winni-
peg.
English John has lived with the
Indians of Manitoba as one of
them since he was a small boy.
He speaks the language better
than most natives.
In his time — John figures he's
"somewhere around 63" — he has
eaten most of the foods of his ad-
opted brothers including caribou,
fish, beaver, squirrel, lynx • and
hawks. But he has often gone
hungry while on the trap-line
trial.
"Sometimes we would go three
•---) four days without food," he
says. "We had to live on the wild
stuff. If there was none we went
COUPLE SWAPS PLACES
IN AMBULANCE
A wife taking her husband
home from a hospital in an am-
bulance swapped places with
him before the trip was over.
Mrs. Sylvia Hastings, of Poul-
ton, Ill., stopped the ambulance
en route home to confer with
their doctor. There she fell down
steps, breaking a leg and arm. Her
husband, Warren, gallantly gave
up his ambulance cot to her, and
they returned to the hospital to
have her admitted.
Phone 470 ;ar Job Printing
11‘11111111111111111111KOM
NUMB NAVE GOLD
customs officers, searching a
newly arrived small Chinese ship,
noticed a pair of shoes in a
passageway. Inside the shoes,
they found 12 ounces of gold —
worth about $500.
No one confessed ownership, se
the customs men made everyone
aboard the ship ,try the shoes on.
They fitted no one oarticularly
Well. Stymied, the officers made
no arrests but took the gold a-
way.
Fifty thousand gallons of traffic
paint are required each year for
Kentucky highways. '





Western Auto Associate Store
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED BY THAD PAGAN
LAKE STREET FULTON, KY.
For our town and its
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Ever wonder why you rarely
see a "Wet Paint" sign an a U. S.
mail box? -
Complications like sticky fing-
ers and smudged clothes are
avoided by replacing the mall
box with a newly painted one
when a paint job is needed.
In inland areas this is done
every two or three years. In
coastal cities replacement is
made annually. Last year it took
9,000 gallons of quick-drying en-
amel to keep the nation's mail
boxes spruced up.
U. S. MINISTER AIDS
ENGLISH CHURCH
A donation to help repair and
maintain a 13th Century English
church, one of the oldest in Eng-
land, has been made by a New
York minister.
The Rev. R. C. Hunsicker, victo
of St. Paul's Chapel here, sent a
$200 check to the rector of Iffley
Church, Oxfordshire, England.
The New York clergyman said he
was impressed with the antiquity
and magnificence of the church
he saw on a visit last summer.












tteouldn't say for sure that you •, to wows ft list. An we can be cer-
tain—a—bout is that your nom* is on our list of those we wish all the season's joys.
Thanks For Your Valued Patronage Through The Tear!
Pipe Line Gas Company Jones & Grooms
--Distributors--
Pipe Line Gas - Conoco Oil
Gillette Tim




































WE GREET YOU CORDIALLY AND SINCERELY,
WISHING YOU A JOYOUS HOLIDAY
OF LASTING HAPPINESS
- QUICK SERVICE REFRIGERATION CO.
Church Street Phone 848
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Walker
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
A
It makes an old
trodition warmer and
to have
he chance to express
greetings






111 Carr Street Fulton, Kentucky
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Lose All In Fire !Mother Of Fulton
I Thursday evening about 6.30 a I Mrs. Mary Wheelis, 88. died at
• - • I the home of her son, Rucker
, by burning grease, completely I Wheelis, 6 miles east of Pryors-
I destroyed the contents of a three_ : urg Wednesday afternoon, Dec-
room apartment at 106 Cedar
, Street occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper Vowell and two children.
THE SWEET PEACH 
The adjoining apartment occupied
Fresh peaches 'n creana are
here today
PU iZ BTUP and preserved







in this marmalade recipe.
Peach-Orange-Marmalacha
15 medium size peaches
oranges
2 tablespoons lemon 111140
pound blanched almonds
Peel and chop peaches and
oranges. Cook orange peel until
tender and chop fine or run
through food chopper. Add chop-
ped rind and lemon juice to
fruit. Measure fruit mixture. Add
three-fourths cup sugar for each
I cup fruit.
I Cook slowly, stirring occasion-
; ally to prevent sticking. When
I mixture becomes clear and be-
gins to thicken add chopped al-
monds. Cook to desired thicimeas.




Keep !mit from Darkening
Drop peeled peaches into
vinegar-salt solution to keep
them from darkening while you
work. Add two tablespoons each
vinegar and salt to one gallon
water. Rinse the peaches in clear
water before using.
Sweet Pickled Peaches
6 pounds clingstone peaches
Whole cloves
2 pounds brown sugar
1 pint cider vinegar
1 by Mr. and Mrs. D. Yates was
damaged only by water and
' smoke.
Mrs. Vowell, was engaged in
talking on the telephone with her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Roy Vowel,
when she noticed the fire in the
kitchen, Realizing that she could
not control it alone, she took her
two small children to safety and
called the fire department, who
kept it from spreading beyond the
partment. The contents were




Funeral services for M. L. Col-
throp, who died at his home in
Delhia, La., Tuesday, December
16, were held at the Mt. Pleasant
Church of Christ Friday after-
noon at 2:30 o'clock. Burial was in
Mt. Pleasant cemetery under the
direction of Roberts Funeral
Home in Mayfield.
The deceased was a former resi-
dent of Graves County.
Survivors include five sons,
Emmett Colthorp, Mayfield; Den-
tis Colthorp, Abilene, Texas,;
Floyd Colthorp, Lynn Grove;
Gayle Colthorp, Shreveport, La.,
and Gone Colthorp, Waverly, La.;
two daughters, Mrs. Henry Mall-
Dry, Lynn Grove, and Miss Gladys
Colthorp of Waverly, La.; one
nrother, Will Colthorp, Water
Valley; 17 grandchildren and 7
great grandchildren.
ember 17, after a long illness.
Funeral rites were conducted
Thursday afternoon at the Little
Obion Baptist Church near Wingc.
with Rev. Homer I. Nabors offici-
ating. Interment was in the
church cemetery with Jackson
Brothers of Dukedom officiating.
Surviving the deceased are
three sons, Rucker and Dallas
Wheelis of Pryorsburg and Tom
Wheelis of Dukedom; one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Albert Henderson of




Funeral rites for Mrs. Arch Ca-
ruthers of Hickman, who died
Tuesday, were conducted Thurs-
day at the First Methodist Clii-rch
in Hickman with Rev. L. B.
Council officiating. Interment %Va.!
in the Hickman Cemetery under
the direction of the Barrett Fun-
eral Home.
Survivors of the deceased in-
clude her husband, Arch Caruth-
ers, two grandsons, Harold and
Jack, two sisters, Mrs. Charles
Younger of El Dorado Springs,
Mo.; Mrs. F. R. Nash of Wynne,
Ark.; and one brother, Ben Belt
of Caruthers, Calif.
Gasoline tax paid for construc-
tion and reconstruction of over
8,142 miles of primary and state-
maintained highways during the
1948-51 period in Kentucky.
The establishment of the proper
safety control devices and mark-
ing on Kentucky's highways has
cost well over $3,350,000 since
1948.
Virgil King, Jr., of Madison-
ville,  h, visited is parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil King, Sr., this week-
-GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY— end.
13
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Miss Doris Snore, x-ray techni-
cian at Fulton Hospital, has been
called to Rives, Tenn., to attend
the bedside of her unce, J. Hu-
bert Shore, who is reported to be
quite ill.










WVWash and peel whole peaches. cillg
Pack in sterilized jars. Add Once A
Place two whole cloves in each
peach. Combine sugar, vinegar
and cinnamon and boil for fifteen
minutes. Add a few peaches at a
time and cook until tender.
two or three whole cloves to
each jar. Fill with hot syrup and
seaL
Year..
Yield: About 6 pints.
1 stick cinnamon
Vetteragg
Iv/ by Jean Allen
Thursday Evening Lady Dies Wednesday
Pickled peach- BOY-A SWEET
as served hot Al sexy
from a chafing
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Use Of BB Guns
Illegal In South Fulton
South Fulton's Chief of Police,
Price Kimbell, issued a warning
that the use of BB guns within
the city limits is illegal and any-
one guilty of this misdemeanor
will receive the maximum pun-
ishment.
A city ordinance was recently
passed against the use of BB guns.
Over 2,642 miles of main high-
ways were constructed or im-
proved during the 1948-51 period



















7.44,3R. H. (Bob) White and All the Employees
Buford Sisson, William Sloan, James Hibbs, Sam Hibbs, John W. Hibbs, Barney Speight, Jim-





HERE COMES AT LEAST One time dur-
ing the year when we pause to consider the past events and courtesies for which
we are thankful.'
v-tk
To us, that time is Christmas. And those things for which we give thanks are
the many opportunities we have had to serve the fine people of this area.
AI*
These associations have meant a warmer and friendlier season—they have
made possible a most successful year and we trust that these fine associations will
be influential in making possible (he continued increase of friends and the further
growth of our business.
In .our own way, let us say, "Thank you" and
wish you a sincere Greeting. May the blessings of
the Christmas Season be yours and may the New
Year bring you ever so much happiness and pros-
perity.




















The Office of Price Stabiliza-
tion today issued an order mak-
ing it clear that bituminous coal
mine operators are authorized to
increase their ceiling prices to
cover additional labor costs oc
casioned by the President's order
granting miners a wage increase
of $1.90 per day-40 cents higher
than the amount approved last
month by the Wage Stabilization
Board. Higher price ceilings for
bituminous coal are not expected
to result in , any substantial hi-
crease in industry-wide market
prices.
The price agency had pfevious-
ly authorized a pass-through of
increased labor costs, but the
form of the new wage increare or-
der necessitated a technical
change in the price regulation to
permit bituminous ceilings to re-
flect the higher figure.
With the $1.90 increase, OPS
said, bituminous mine operators
will incur, on the average, an ad-
ditional cost increase of apeioxi-
mately six to seven cents per ton
above the 33-35 cents per ton esti-
mated to result from the $1.50
WSB award. These cost figures
reflect both the wage award and
the 10-cent per ton ini.rease in
royalty payments for the miner's
welfare and retirement fund.
These figures, OPS emphasized,
are average figures, and the ac-
tual cost increase will vary wide-
ly from mine to mine as a result
of difference in productivity and
volume.
While authorizing a pass-
through of the higher labor costs
ternming from the $1.90 wage a-
ward, agency officials said indus-
try sources indicated there will be
little change in soft coal prices as
a result.
Prices had been previously
raised to cover the $1.50 increase
approved by the WSB, and incl.-
cations were that with scattered
exreptions involving relatively




There is a way, at least theore-
tically, to reduce the weight of
jet airplanes, says William C.
Schoolfield, dhief of aerodyna-
mics at Chance Vought Aircraft.
The pilot must fly at top speed,
say about 690 miles an hour. He
must maintain a constant attitude
and he must head due east. If
these simple directions are fol-
lowed, the weight of a 25,000-
pound fighter will :decrease about
135 pounds, Schoolfield main-
'tains.
If a pilot could fly at about 16,-
790 miles in hour, his plane
wouldn't weigh anything, he says.
The reduction in weight is the re-
sult of a conflict between gravi-
tational and centrifugal forces. us
GERMANS UP
MUM CONSUMPTION
Germany. again is living up to
her reputation as a nation of beer
drinkers, latest federal statistics
reveal.
Beer consumption per head of
the 49 million West Germans rose
to 11.6 gaLloni in 1951 com-
pared with 9.2 gallons in 1950.
The pre-war high was reached
in 1929 when 22.5 gallons per per-
son was consumed by the then
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For The Fifty-Sixth Year
Practically every type of fish ttg
that inhabits the waters of the Og itwisouth-eastern United States may Lzs
tFULTON BUILDING & LOAN ASSOCIATIO4 be found in Kentucky waters. Kentucky Lake has three types 1 IlkGiei r, of black bass, stripes, crappies,
n bream, catfish, carp, and a sprink- , thrcti . Main Street Fulton ling fIt o walleyes and pickerel I,....ca'
.414:031311314:0:10:11:41443044444:043;t1
Many
it these waters,b but are no* clig






AND ALL GOOD WISHES
FOR THE NEW YEAR
May you have, on every day of the New Year, the same
happiness which we are sure will be yours on Christmas day.
SMALLMAN JIN SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Smallman and Employees









IT IS OUR PLEASURE. TO WISH YOU A — — - —











































A 11-year-old Chinese was sen-
trieced recently to 15 years im-
prisonment on a charge of con-
sorting with Communist terror-
ists. He was arrested in connec-
tion with the assassination of a
British planter in 1948.
The arrest was made when two
former bandits, now operating
with a police jungle squad, saw
him riding a bicycle in a neariby
village. They testified at his trial
that he was a member of the band
which killed the planter.
We wish to take this opportunity to wish every-
one a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Also to notify you that we will be closed Friday
and Saturday after Christmas to give our em-
ployees a longer holiday vacation.
FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
Church Street Phone 968
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REED BROS. FEED AND SEED COMPANY
413 College Street Phone 620
YOUR SIO•1 wiTN tmE CHICKERROARO SIGN
STATE'S SCHOOLS
NEED MORE ROOM
Kentucky's schools are bursting
at the seams for lack of adequate
buildings.
A study made by the State De-
partrnent of Education today dis-
closed that new construction
costing $157,844,316 is needed to
provide Kentucky's public elem-
entary and high schools with de-
cent housing for the approximat-
ely 520,000 children attending
them.
The study — inaugurated more
than a year ago — was made un-
der direction of Assistant Super-
intendent of Public Instruction
Gordie Young and Dr. Robert
Mills, Erlanger, on loan to the
Legislative Research Commission
from the Department of Educa-
tion, in connection with an educa-
tion study.
The study disclosed that 42 per
cent of the pupils attending pub-
lic schools are housed in build-
ings that are overcrowded or ob-
solete.
The survey also revealed that
to relieve overerowded conditions
there are needed 150 units of
1,138 rooms that would cost $19,-
058,650 in the elementary, second-
ary and combined fields alone.
These rooms would accommodate
35,198 pupils.
To house increases, it was esti-
mated that 92 units of 795 rooms
—accommodating 23,874 pupils—
costing $17,353,455 are needed.
The replacement of obsolate
buildings would require 169 units
of 5,578 rooms to accommodate
165,533 pupils at a cost of $221,-
427,111.
Also disclosed by the study are
these data:
More than 200,000 children are
housel in combustible buildings.
T nty-six per cent of Ken-
tucky's children attend schools of
three rooms or less. There are yet
3,000 one-room schools in use.
Eighty per cent of the school
buildings are without central
heating facilities, while 12 per
cent of the children attend schools
without artificial lighting.
A fourth of the children attend
schools with hand-operated wa-
ter facilities and 38 per cent at-
tend schools with outdoor toilets,
while 2,400 children attend
schools with no sanitation facili-
ties.
According to U. S. standards,
2,357 school plants are rated Un-
satisfactory, while only 122 re-
ceive approved rating.
Wendell Norman New
Member of Phi Eta Sig
Wendell Norman, Fulton, is one
of 15 new members of Phi Eta
Sigma, national freshman honor-
ary fraternity at the University
of Kentucky.
Dr. L. H. Townsend, faculty ad-
visor of Phi Eta Sigma, and Dean
M. M. White, founder of the Ken-
tucky chapter of the fraternity in
1946, attended the recent initia
tion ceremonies.
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
WINTER TRAVEL
STARTED DEC. 13
The Florida winter travel sea-
son will open on the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Saturday, December
13. Starting on that day the
streamline City of Miami will op-
erate to Florida from both Chi-
cago and St. Louis on two out of
every three days instead of every
third day as at present. North-
bound from Florida similarly in-
creased service will be available
beginning December 14.
The City of Miami celebrates
the completion of twelve years of
operation on December 18. The
train has grown from a single
train of six cars in 1940 to twin
trains of 15 cars each. Leaving
Chicago each train will be made
up of five Pullman cars four
coaches two 48-seat dining cars,
a sleeper-bar-lounge, an obser-
vation-tavern-lounge and a bag-
gage-dormitory car. A througn
Pullman car from St. Louis will
join the train at Carbondale.
Southbound the City of Miami
leaves Chicago at 8:10 a m., and
St. Louis at 9:06 a. m.. and ar-
arrives at Miami 3:40 p. m., the
next day. Northbound the train
leaves Miami at 5:40 p. m., and
reaches St. Louis at 9:40. and Chi-
sons, permits the blind persOn 14 Ube Fulton Newstake a sighted guide along on a
trip at no extra cost. Guide dogs
may also travel with their mast-
ers at no charge.
POTOTO SHORTAGE
IN CANADA
An unusual potato shortage in
Canada has pushed prices three
times higher than a year ago, and
placed new wealth in the hands
of the successful potato grower.
It has also reversed a tradition-
al trading pattern .Canada, which
usually sells most of her surplus
potatoes to the United States, is
leaning more and more on Ameri-
ca supplies to fi41 the gap in her
needs.
The irony is that in this potato
crop year which starled last July,
the United States ,had been pre-
pared to allow a bigger quota on
shipments of Canadian potatoes
to the U. S. market.
Lake Cumberland, newest of
Kentucky's man-made lakes, has
a shoreline of 1,255 miles with
an average depth of 90 feet.
Phone 470 ,;:ur Job PrisUng
Wednesday, Dec. 24, 1952
Herrington Lake has more dock
facilities than any other Lake in
Kentucky. Kentucky Lake, the
state's largest, has 21 public
docks, Herrington has 22.
Dewey Lake, in Floyd county
near Prestonsburg, was impound-




We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL- PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA













ctgctgcago at 10:55 p. m., the next day. reZ
The services of a stewardess,
who is a registered nurse, and a
passenger agent are available to
travelers on the City of Miami.
Southbound reservations may be
made for either coach or Pullman
accommodations for the entire
winter season.
Service to the Florida West
Coast on the Illinois Central Sem-
inole was begun December 1.
Through Pullman cars are operat-
ed on alternate days from Chicago
and St. Louis to St. Petersburg
Sarasota and Tampa. This train
also offers daily through Pullman
service from Chicago and St.




A total Of 12,116 rail and bus
coupon books were issued in 1951 txt
providing for rate concessions to
blinded travelers, the American Viti
Foundation for the Blind report- cis
ed.
The coupon books, issued by the
foundation to legally bliud per-
Wishing a
'Ookl Clmstrilds
to some people it's a pleasure to remember
u City Motor Company














your Patronage, Friendship and









, To greet you at Christmas and with
(
othr..
Page The FultL,_ News — Wed., Dec. 24, 1952
PERSONALS
Miss Nancy Patrick, student I ding.
nurse at the Baptist Hospital in I
Memphis, was housegueat of Miss I —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—,
Alma Phillips last week-end andattended the Matlock-Huey wed-
LAND 0' STORYBOOKSFrom the Trail of the lonesome Pine, immortalized in the greatnovel by John Fox. Jr., to Churchill Downs, scene of action in athousand gripping stories, Kentucky is replete with scenes madefamous in song and story. Daniel Boone, Stephen Poster, dm Paducahel Irvin Cole, give rich testament to Kentucky's colorful past.And right in your own backyard you are privileged to enjoy amoderate glass of beer—for "beer belongs" in Kentucky. Its saleunder orderly conditions is a vital objective of your brewiog industry.The continuous educanonal program of the United States BrewersFoundation helps beer retailers maintain these high standards.
Kwpyr1.10 1952
KENTUCKY DIVISION, U. S. SINWEIS FOUNDATION1525 Ilsyburo aloolowea Ilsoacky
ONCE AGAIN
May it bring you Peace and Happiness
Throughout the New Year
Please accept our thanks for
the kindnesses you have ex-
tended us in the past. We
trust we may continue to
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THE WINNER-AND snu CHAMP
Green Apple Pie with
Cheese Crust





Unbelted pastry for two 4-inchcrusts
2 tablespoons butter or mar-garine
34 cap grated sharp cheddarcheese
Combine apples,. sugar, flout'and spices. Place in pie pan linedwith unbaked pastry. Dot withbutter or margarine.
Boll out remaining pastry', sprinkle with grated cheese. Foldpastry in half to enclose theese,
and toll tO fit top










Bakein very hot oven (450'F.) for tenminutes, reduce to 350'F. andbake forty to forty-five minutes.Yield: One 9-inch pie.The English version of applepie is all upper crust topped withhard sauce and served warm.
Deep-Dish Apple Pie
6 to $ tart apples
Rich pastry
1 cup sugar
1 teaspoon cinnamon34 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon butter
4 cup water
Pare and core apples. Cut ineighths. Line the sides of an eightby eight by three inch pan withstripes of pastry.
Do not put pas-





Place in pan. Dot
with butter and
sprinkle with water. Cover withtop crust slashed to allow steamto escape.






Special treatment of the upperCrust for green apple pie makesIt the all-time winner in the des-sert parade.
I OViE uyALuO1/if UPPER CRUST!srlA
y Joon Allen
11111151 9000 rOullOAT1011. CIMINIKTI.
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
IF 9:31.J WAN1 1bBCOME
A WRITIR 1•.101.4 DAY5- -
ALL trIDLI HAVE "(0 DO
15 SOME AJNIBELIEVE-
ABLE









Corner Lake Street and Commercial Ave. Fulton
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FREEDOM CRUSADE CAMPAIGN EXTENDED
for World War / vetr.anz (.4,* ,
tween December 7, 1941 and ISeptember 2, 1945 for World WarII veterans.
Payments are calculated at $10for each month of domestic serv-ice and $15 for each month of!foreign service between thesedates, up to a maximum of $400if foreign service is rendered.
Applications and assistance inapplying for this bonus are avail-able at the office of The Ken-tucky Disabled Ex-Service Men'sBoard, 1405 W. Broadway, Louis-vine, Ky.
BIRTHS
It's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Morgan, rul-
ton are the prouct parents of a
seven pound baby boy, HaroldRobert, Jr., born Tuesday, De C.16, 1952 at the Haws MemorialHospital.
It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gardner,Route 3, Martin, are the proudparents of a seven pound, fourounce baby girl, Carmen Sue,born Tuesday, December 16, 1952at the Fulton hospital.
A
HO IDAY THOUGHT
The Yuletide Season brings with it thepleasant thoughts of friendly associations inthe past. It reminds us of the splendidpatronage that has been ours to enjoy andthe confidence shown in our organizationmanifest most forcibly by the continuanceof your goodwill.
We sincerely trust that we
may continue to enjoy thesame amicable associations





210 EAST STATE LINE
memensasainunstunensi
TWO WEEKS; HOLIDAY SEASON REASON EThe Crusade for Freedom has, counties. Steptoo said "about onebeen extended two weeks and million" Freedom - Grams havewill continue through the month br.'er. mailed to county chairmenof December, ‘Robert E. Hatton, ' and schools throughout the StateState campaign chairman annotui- i from the campaign's Louisville Catced here this week. The drive was headquarters.originally scheduled to close Dec- Scattered reports indicate theember 15th. Crusade is gaining momentum.The drive was extended, Hat- Campbell County co-chairmanton said, because the holiday see- I Beattie DeLong and Jake Swopeson had prevented merchants and: said a contest is being conducted e.24other cooperating groups from among school children for thegiving the Crusade complete at-1 largest number of signed Free-tention. In addition, Freedom- dom-Grams. In Somerset MikeGrams and other campaign sup- i Layman, general manager of re-plies were delayed in reaching dio station WS,FC, has laum.hedmany areas of the State, Hatton ' a county-wide campaign. Sena-said. tor Homer E. Losey is chairman cogMeanwhile, Robert P. Steptoo, of Pulaski County's campaign.Crusade executive director, an-nounced completion of the State-wide organization. He said thatcounty campaigns were under-way in 101 of the State's 120




WEST VIRGINIA VETERANS, LIVING IN
KENTUCKY, ASKED TO SEEK BONUSES lb
atWest Virginia Veterans of erans and 1,460 World War II vet-World War I and World War II
now residing in Kentucky are re-
•
erans now living in Kentucky., es„,



















Pleasant thoughts of our
Mends, That's why it Is.






Dukes Auto Parts Company
James Green and Duke Crews, OwnersPhone 1231 and 910 
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